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ABSTRACT
FAMILY ENVIRONMENT, PERSONALITY AND VOCATIONAL BEHAVIOR:
A TEST OF HOLLAND'S THEORY
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Elizabeth Ann Slaughter
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M.A.
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,
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Directed by: Castellano B. Turner, Ph.D.
The study sought to compare a measure of family environ-
ment (FE)
,
as defined by nine objective factors, to personality
(P)
,
as measured by the SVIB. These two variables were sub-
sequently mathematically joined to form a single dependent
variable (FE/P)
.
This distribution of FE/P congruity was
tested in four hypotheses of vocational choice, achievement
and success, satisfaction and stability. Utilization of the
Holland theory of vocational development presumes support
for these relationships. The purpose of the study was to
gain information regarding vocational behavior in association
with high and low FE/P congruity.
The sample, composed of Harvard College men from the
classes of 1964 and 1965, is admittedly truncated, but presents
some interesting occupational dynamics and a different perspec-
V
tive on the Holland theory. FE/P congruity is computed
through an adaptation of the method previously used by Hol-
land and associates.
There was no support for the hypothesis of a relation-
ship between family environment and personality. The results
presume additional and more influential factors within and
about FE which affect P, to the extent that Investigative
and Enterprising personalities flourish in opposing environ-
ments. The results have implications to the use of Holland's
theory within a strongly intellectual, financially secure
and fiercely competitive sample.
There is no support for the hypothesis of a relationship
between career choice and the congruity of family environment
and personality. The results show that high and low FE/P
congruity is not associated with any particular vocational
typology, or a combination of similar or adjacent types, or
opposite vocational typologies. Holland's research has not
tested this hypothesis, though he speculates and generally
assumes the joint influence of family environment and person-
ality on vocational choice. There was no support for a rela-
tionship between achievement and success, and the congruity
of family environment and personality among businessmen. The
strongest predictor of achievement for this group was the
authority surrounding how close one is to the top position
within the company. It was associated with low congruity,
as were the other measures.
vi
For physicians, there was an inverse relationship be-
tween achievement and congruity. Responsibility for super-
vising interns, hospital administrative duties, a high pres-
tige specialty, completed training and a suburban practice
were associated with low congruity. High congruity was sig-
nificantly related to exclusive involvement in private prac-
tice. There was no support for a relationship between achieve-
ment and the congruity of family environment and personality
among university teachers. The strongest predictor for this
group, however, was academic rank. Among lawyers, low congruity
was significantly related to the subspecialty of corporate
law and working alone rather than jointly. High congruity
was significantly related to the subspecialties of family law,
estate law and pro bono work. There was near-Significance
of a relationship between high income and low congruity.
Therefore, the relationships of achievement to congruity are
predominantly inverse among businessmen, professors and
physicians, and linear between lawyers. Because of the number
of areas in which they achieve, low FE/P congruity is assumed
to develop within a stable, supportive social climate where
independence, curiosity, sociability, acquisitiveness and
risk-taking are rewarded. This group may be similar in devel-
opmental history to creative individuals. Holland's theory,
therefore, may have a different relationship to highly autono-
mous and creative individuals. High congruity persons may
have different childhood experiences from low congruity and
vii
choose areas, especially in law, to compensate needs involving
rules and authority.
The results support slightly a relationship between
satisfaction and congruity. Low congruity was associated
with job satisfaction, while high congruity was associated
with being unhappy or depressed, low pay, and having a job
which takes too much time.
There was no support for a relationship between stability
and congruity. This has positive implications since job mo-
bility is necessary in early stages of a career.
viii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The assumption that human behavior depends upon both
personality and the physical environment in which a person
lives has a long history. One of the earliest writers to
focus on the psychological environment was Koffka (1935)
who defined this environment, not as it is, but as dt is
perceived and experienced. He maintained that the relation-
ship between behavior and physical environment must remain
obscure without the mediation of the perceived environment.
These ideas were further expanded by Lewin ' s (1936) field
theory conception of life space which approached behavior
as a function not of the objective physical properties of
the stimulus world, but of a world transformed into a psy-
chological "inner world" environment by the thinking organism.
Murray's (1951) similar orientation is that the physical en-
vironment like physical beings can affect an individual only
through one's perception or experience of them. That is,
the psychological environment is the primary determinant of
how the individual will respond.
Parents, the predominant influences in the home, pro-
duce a psychological environment which their children will
absorb and, to some extent, later model their own lives and
environment (Grandy & Stahman, 19 74; Viernstein & Hogan, 1975)
1
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The family or parental environment is a reflection of how
parents perceive and externalize their personalities, con-
tinue old interests and adopt new behaviors. The children
who are dependent on that atmosphere for personality and
career development, role modeling and values, will to a
great extent reflect that important experience in their
adult personality and later career behavior.
This study examines the concept of family environment
and its relationship to the young adult's personality and
the combined effect of these variables on vocational beha-
vior. Previous studies have examined the relationship of
both school environment and parental attitudes and their
relationship to an individual's personality and vocational
behavior. The present study, however, incorporates a theory
of vocational development to examine the hypothesis that the
combined factors of personality and family environment are
related to vocational behavior.
The study's importance is based upon questions related
to how consistent and clearly differentiated is the relation-
ship between family environment and personality, and one's
future behavior. This writer feels that there is certainly
some relationship between these factors, but to what extent
and in what direction are yet unanswered. This study hopes
to add clarity to the aspect of environment-personality
relations important in future behavior. In addition, the
qualitative differences among family environments and its
influence on career development lends importance to the field
3
of future research on career and personality development.
The practical implication of this area of research is al-
ready evident in the fields of career, personnel and organi-
'
zational development. in fact, both the Harvard and Univer-
sity of Southern California Graduate Schools of Business
Administration, to name only two, have instituted as part
of the core curriculum the analysis of an autobiography
aimed at allowing the student to understand the influence
of one's own past family experiences on later occupational
goals and behavior. m addition, USC has a Center for Human
and Organizational Career Studies aimed at providing organi-
zations and individuals with ideas for improving the meaning
and productivity of careers.
This experimental exploration is based upon Holland's
(1966) extensive research on personality and environmental
"types" and vocational behavior. The theory will later be
presented in greater depth and is here stated briefly. Hol-
land's hypothesis is that career choices represent an exten-
sion of personality and an attempt to implement broad personal
behavioral styles in the context of one's life work. By ex-
pressing preferences for or against a list of occupational
titles, Holland assigns people to each of sic modal personality
styles or types which have theoretical implications for per-
sonality and vocational choice. In conjunction with person-
ality types are modal environments composed of and defined by
the personalities of the people who inhabit them. There is
some overlap of types with people and environments often
4
exhibiting more than one. The pairing of personality and
environment leads to outcomes regarding vocational choice,
vocational stability and achievement, to name a few. His
theory provides a descriptive means for understanding and
investigating the environment which the parents' personali-
ties provide, their children's personalities, and implica-
tions for career behavior.
The rationale for the study is based upon this writer's
own experiences in conducting individual psychotherapy and
noting the influence which the family exerts in personality
development and career choice. In addition, the theoretical
rationale is based upon Holland's basic principles of career
development. They include:
1. The notion of studying behavior by assessing the
environment began when it was suggested that a major force
of personality is transmitted from the environment. Holland's
theory of typology became a method for engineering this idea.
That is, by defining the personalities who inhabit an environ-
ment you will know the environment and the particular influ-
ences that environment has had on an individual entering or
leaving.
2. Environments have reliable and important psycho-
logical and sociological meanings. Just as people are judged
by their friends, so can we judge them by their family environ-
ment and their vocation. In the past, social scientists were
skeptical of the accuracy of this amorphous folklore, but
recent work gives support to these ideas.
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3. Because the family environment predominates in the
child's and, later, the young adult's preferences, activities
and competencies, there is reason to consider the relation-
ship of this environment to later vocational choice, success,
satisfaction and stability.
The Holland Theory
For Holland, a theory of personality is included within
a theory of vocational development. The choice of a vocation
is an expression of one's personality. m this schema, voca-
tional interests are not an isolated entity but a product of
an individual's life history (heredity, cultural and personal
forces) and the physical environment. Vocational development
is simply a particular aspect of personality theory and devel-
opment. To operationalize his theory, Holland developed the
Vocational Preference Inventory (VPI) . This instrument was
developed with the understanding that members of a vocation
tend to have similar personalities and histories of personal
development. Holland suggests that a person enters a particu-
lar career because of his/her personality and history. In
addition, a good fit or congruence between the individual's
personality and environment contributes to vocational satis-
faction, stability and achievement.
In developing a theory of personality types and modal
environments, he made the following assumptions. First,
that people can be characterized by the resemblance to one
or more personality types. A type is defined as a cluster
6
of personality traits which may be used to measure the
person. The six basic personality types are: Realistic,
Investigative, Social, Conventional, Enterprising, and Artxs-
tic. The more closely one resembles a type, the more likely
one is to exhibit the personality traits and behaviors asso-
ciated with that type. People generally possess character-
istics of all types, but most behave in a manner reflecting
one or two orientations more strongly than the others.
Second, the environment in which people live can be charac-
terized by their resemblance to six modal environments cor-
responding to the analogous personality types. For each
personality there is a related environment. Holland feels
that particular personality types search for like environ-
ments. Finally, congruent personality-environment relation-
ships lead to predictable outcomes regarding vocational
choice, stability, and achievement. Included in Appendix A
is a description of each theoretical model orientation for
personalities and environments.
Parent-child relationships like other personal relation-
ships may demonstrate that types are attracted to like types
(Barclay et al.
, 1972; Grandy & Stahman, 1974). Though parent
attitudes play a role in the development of the child's in-
terests, the assumption here is that each parental type pro-
vides a large cluster of environmental opportunities, as
well as some deficits. Parents react to and are influenced
by their children. The more a child resembles a particular
parent, the more reward will be received. When parental
environment/child personality data are organized in the
typology, positive associations among types should occur
because large clusters of characteristics, competencies,
vocational preferences and so on are being assessed, not
just subtle attitudes that can easily be distorted by an
assessment process and, that constitute only a small portion
of the influences parents exert. By utilizing the parental
or family environment, both the clarity and intensity of
their influence can be estimated. The effect of both parents
can also be studied by ascertaining the magnitude of their
combined influences.
The relationship among types, their psychological resem-
blance, is assumed by Holland to be inversely proportional
to the distance among types (Figure 1) , The shorter the dis-
tance, the greater their similarity or psychological affinity
for one another. This hexagonal model defines the common
characteristics of related types. High consistency are those
types in close proximity to one another (Realistic-Investiga-
tive)
.
Low consistency are those types that are far apart
(Artistic-Conventional). An individual's two or so highest
scales can also be labeled as having a level of consistency.
The hexagon defines consistency of environment in the same
way. The figure also defines strength of congruence between
a person and his/her environment. The most congruent situ-
ation for a Social person is a Social environment. The
least congruent environment for that person is a Realistic
environment.
8FIGURE 1
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Holland's hexagonal model provides an abstract for
linking the main ideas of the theory to practical (Schaefer,
1976) and theoretical problems (Holland , Gottfredson, 1975,
1976). So that, after assessing a person's type and environ
ment, the model can be used not only to define degrees of
consistency and congruence, but also to predict outcomes of
satisfaction (Kunce & Kappes, 1976) and success (Viernstein
Hogan, 1975; Walsh & Hanle, 1975), and to explore the devel-
opmental antecedents of occupational types (Kelso, 1976).
Holland's continued research has uncovered a good deal
of generalizability of the theory (O'Brien & Walsh, 1976;
Wiggins, 1976; Wirtenberg, 1977). m quite recent work
(Holland & Gottfredson
, 1977) involving a reorganization
of the 1970 U.S. Census, the occupational/personality clas-
sification was valid for groups studied in the 21-70 year
age range. This finding has lead to further inquiry into
the utilization of the typology for the over-55 and retired
population with regard to later life vocational retraining
and career change. In addition, that researcher has found
no correlation between I.Q. and personality type (Holland,
1977) .
There is no clear relationship of Holland's typologies
to family income or SES
. It is possible that income has no
bearing on the quality of the family environment (role model;
needs, activities). Perhaps what is more important in prefej
ences for certain occupational/personality types is how an
individual perceives his/her socioeconomic status. Another
10
perspective offered is that there are important basic dif-
ferences in the way one approaches the world which supercede
SES, that is an abstract versus concrete approach (Argyris,
1977).
The results of validity studies taken together support
the existence of personality and environmental types as de-
fined by Holland. A number of studies lend support to theo-
retical interpretations given to the types and models. The
test re-test reliability for each scale of the Vocational
Preference Inventory suggests high reliability for samples
over short intervals and moderate reliability for four year
samples
.
Holland's theory, from the writer's perspective, is
both useful and commendable because of its pragmatic approach,
He tends to limit the use of theory to simple, practical
definitions and measures. It is a theory which is not caught
up in constantly defining its terminology but, instead,
assumes consensual agreement on terms so that it can involve
itself with its theoretical and practical applications.
Statement of the Problem
This study examines the relationship of the family
environment to offsprings' personalities, and the combined
effects of family-environment and personality in later voca-
tional behavior. The majority of studies previously done
in this area have defined the environment not by the person-
alities of the parents but instead by the more easily defined
11
academic/school environment. since most studies have not
been able to gather a great deal of longitudinal data, that
research has also been confined to studies of the influence
of academic and parental attitudes on grammar and junior
high school students. Research on college students has been
primarily concerned with the graduate school setting.
Because of its fourteen year time span, this study pro-
vides a more thorough investigation into how consistent and
clearly differentiated is the relationship of family environ-
ment, personality and a person's future behavior. Do environ-
ment/personality types which are closely related have greater
and more predictable influences on future behavior than those
which are loosely related? with Holland's theory of voca-
tional behavior as its framework, this study will investigate
the ways in which one's vocational choice, vocational success,
vocational satisfaction and stability are related to the
compatibility of family environment and personality.
Hypotheses
The relationships of family environment and personality
to vocational behavior are tested in five hypotheses. Each
compares an individual's family setting and personality in
college to vocational behavior fourteen years beyond the
freshman year of college.
1. There is a relationship between family environment
and personality.
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2. There is a relationship between career choice and
congruity of family environment and personality.
3. There is a relationship between vocational achieve-
ment or success and congruity of family environment and per-
sonality.
4. There is a relationship between the overall satis-
faction within an occupation and the specific sources of
occupational satisfaction, and congruity of family environ-
ment and personality.
5. There is a relationship between career stability
and congruity of family environment and personality.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Literature relevant to the area of exploration presented
in this study includes a review of research on the influences
of and identification with parents in relation to career
decisions. A second area is concerned with the combined in-
fluence of parents on the child's personality and development,
while a third reviews the general concepts of vocational
development and family environment.
Parental Identification and Career Decisions
The investigations of parental identification emphasize
the separate influences of the mother and father on the child's
personality and vocational development. These differential
parental influences on vocational interests in adolescent
males have generally reported the dominance of the father's
over mother's influence (Jensen & Kirchner, 1955; Werts
,
1962;
Crites, 1962; Stemil & Suziedelis, 1963). The perceived
dominance of one parent over another has been significantly
measured by the Strong Vocational Interest Blank. Dominance
by the father is in the area of science and personnel.
Mother's influence dominates, according to Stemil and
Suziedelis, in the fields of administration, law and real
estate.
13
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Hollender (1972) found an overall greater maternal
influence in high school and paternal influence in college.
He feels that the greater the number of vocational interests
the parents have, the greater the number of children in that
environment who will absorb feminine interests. This was
explained by the idea that perhaps, the number of interests
which take the person out of the home, force the child to
turn to person-oriented (termed "feminine") vocations for
contact with others. However, Crites (1962) and others
have found that although son's identification with both
parents may affect interests, the father's influence is
more important.
An opposing study by Viernstein and Hogan (1975) viewed
the relationship of parental identification and sex differ-
ences to vocational aspiration. They found girls with high
aspirations to have personality profiles more similar to
their fathers' profiles, while low aspirers more closely re-
sembled their mothers. High-aspiring boys seemed to be
positively influenced by both their mothers and their fathers,
with this group having a predominance of high-aspiring mothers
This group also had fewer interpersonal tensions between par-
ents. For high-aspiring girls, however, the situation is
reversed: it is parents with the less congruent personalities
who produce the upwardly aspiring girls. Therefore, achieve-
ment motivation in boys might be explained by exposure to
achievement-oriented mothers, a stable family environment,
and to parents with similar values. Achievement motivation
15m girls may arise from exposure to parental conflict and
from modeling after the parent of the opposite sex. m
both cases, achievement motivation may be a function of
modeling, rather than a discrete set of child-rearing prac-
tices designed to foster independence.
Related studies by Appleton and Hanson (1969) found
statistically significant differences between person-oriented
individuals and non-person-oriented individuals with regard
to their need-nurturance factor. These studies essentially
bear out Hollander's work and research by Roe (1956). All
reiterate psychoanalytic theory and its focus on how need
satisfaction is pursued in work and how it is related to what
we were denied years before.
Differential influence of parents extends also to the
area of work and value orientation. Kennane and Bannon (1964)
observed the greater influence of the father's occupation on
the female child when that occupation is more rewarding than
mother's. Where there is greater identification with mother's
occupation, father's occupation is financially unrewarding
and, therefore, the home holds more of a realistic possibil-
ity for satisfaction. In each case idealized goals are inter-
nalized.
Holland (1962) chose to look into parental influences
by developing the Parental Attitude Research Instrument (PARI)
which was administered to mothers. This instrument assessed
the degree to which mothers held attitudes such as martyrdom,
equalitarianism, and so on. Some relationships were found
16for these child-rearing attitudes and a child's vocational
interests. Holland's fathers were asked to ran. nine goals
and hopes for their child's future. Those results indicate
that fathers of sons in different personality types have
differing ambitions for their sons. Holland concludes that
conventional types (male and female) have mothers with the
most authoritarian attitudes. m addition, the effects of
consistent attitudes between mother and father were analyzed
for their relation to the child's vocational aspirations
Classified according to the typology. The analyses suggested
that boys with Realistic choices are likely to have parents
with authoritarian attitudes, whereas boys with Investiga-
tive choices were likely to have parents with democratic
attitudes. Taken together these findings suggest that par-
ental attitudes can create environments which do exert spe-
cific impacts on individuals' development.
Combined Influences of Parents in Career Decisions
A second area of review to be considered concerns the
combined influences of parents in the family atmosphere on
the child's personality and vocational development. This
research implies person-environment interaction more than
the first area.
The assumption of the family environment is that each
parent provides a large cluster of environmental opportuni-
ties as well as deficits. For example. Realistic parents
(Child-rearing attitudes aside) engage in characteristically
realistic activities in and out of the home; surround them-
selves with particular equipment, possessions, materials,
and tools; and select realistic friends and neighbors. At
the same time, realistic parents tend to ignore, avoid or
reject some activities and types more than others. For in-
stance, realistic parents will be expected to reject social
activities, people and situations (Holland, 1973). However,
if one or both parents have inconsistent personality patterns,
or if the father's pattern is inconsistent with the mother's,
then the child is likely to develop an inaccurate picture
of him/herself and the world, inconsistent values, inconsistent
interests and competencies, and little self confidence. Con-
sequently, s/he will tend to vacillate, to make poor choices
of environments and to function inefficiently even in compati-
ble environments (Roe, 1956; Roe & Seligman, 1964; Medvene,
1969)
.
Holland (1973) finds that the stable person probably
has parents whose individual personality patterns are consis-
tent both in themselves and in relation to the other parent's
personality pattern. This background fosters consistent,
integrated behavior in the child and the motivation to seek
congruent environments for eventual vocation leading to
achievement, reinforcement and satisfaction.
Regarding this congruence of parents' patterns. Troll
(1969) insists that there exists a greater similarity of
personalities between parents, than between parents and col-
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lege students, and a generally greater similarity in person-
ality and values within families than between families.
Holland (1973) states that the combined effect of both
parents may be estimated by ascertaining the congruence
between parents' personality pattern. However, little alter
ation of personality as influenced by the family environment
takes place during or after college (Stein, 1961; Porter,
1967), nor is there much change in vocational stereotypes
during four years of college (Finnie, 1966). Therefore,
though Walsh and Lacey's (1969, 1970) research implies that
types produce similar types, the above research shows in-
stead that types are attracted to similar types (Grandy &
Stahman, 1974; Barclay et al.
, 1972). A child may have a
better parental relationship if s/he is of the same person-
ality type as the parent (s). However, the parents do not
necesssarily produce types like themselves.
Studies involving the influence of the family atmos-
phere have elicited some interesting results. Joiner,
Erickson and Brookover (1969) observed students' changes in
educational plans in the 8-11 grades as a function of inter-
action with parents rather than peers. Smith (1970) relates
strength of the family atmosphere to parental power rather
than ability to mediate reward and punishment. Roe (1956)
considers this influence of family atmosphere important for
adjustment. She explains that vocational adjustment depends
upon the amount of deprivation during early life. Further,
19
that we pursue the identical and specific satisfaction in
work which was denied years before. Empirical studies of
Roe's theory have been generally difficult to validate
(Hagen, 1960)
.
In an early study by Newcomb and Svelha (1937) the
institutional influences on family attitudes were found to
be greater on parents and children when each was subjected
to a similar institutional influence (i.e. sex-role stereo-
type, husband-wife roles).
Family atmosphere, value and work orientation and par-
ental identification give some information to the study of
family environment and personality. However, Gurwitz (1969)
argues for more adequate indices to detail the sequential
flow of events in the environment-child interaction process.
Vocational Development and Family Environment
The last area of review includes vocational develop-
ment and family environment. Vocational choice, one outcome
of vocational development, conveys a misleading notion of
neatness and precision in time, of singleness and uniqueness
in the life of the individual. In fact, it is a process
rather than an event (Darley & Hagenah, 1955) . It is a
series of choices generally resulting in the elimination of
some alternative and the retention of others, until finally
the narrowing down process results in what may be termed
occupational choice. In research on the process of vocational
20
development. Super (1956) feels that interaction with the
environment forces one to use cultural resources (the environ-
ment) for socialization. He conceives of interests as one's
reaction to the environment.
While the importance of the relationship between needs
and vocational development seems well recognized (Brill, 1949;
Darley
, Hagenah, 1955; Hoppock, 1957; Nachman, I960; Bordin
et al.,1963), specific relationships between particular needs
and particular vocational choices have not been clearly estab-
lished. In spite of this, it is not uncommon in practice to
use need 'profiles' as aids in predicting vocational success
on the assumption that certain needs are more readily accom-
modated in certain occupations. Roe (1956), however, sug-
gests the idea of needs and values finding outlet as the
basis for vocational choice. This concept is based upon
the earlier mentioned premise that behavior can best be
understood from an examination of the 'field' in which the
behavior comes evident. This field is understood to be the
dynamic interaction of individual and perceived environment;
and the interaction can be with past history or yith a sense
of emerging life patterns. Developmental patterns are derived
by successive samples of both kinds of interactions (Beilin,
1955)
.
Social pressures in early adolescence and childhood
experiences with parents are particularly important to voca-
tional development, choice, and personality (Walsh, 1973).
Previous studies by Holland (1961, 1962) obtained relation-
:s
IS
:s
ships Of personality orientation and parental attitude.
Holland considers vocational choice an outcome of personality
orientation while also taking into consideration certain in-
fluences of parental attitudes. Thus, he found that fathers
of students with Realistic orientations tended to want their
offspring to be ambitious while mothers usually expressed
unsociable and suppressive attitudes. Fathers of student,
with Investigative orientations wanted them to be curious
while mothers tended to be permissive and passive. Student,
with a Social orientation had fathers who wanted them to be
self
-controlled. Conventionally oriented students had fathers
who wanted them to be happy, well-adjusted and attain a high
income; their mothers had authoritative attitudes about child-
rearing. Fathers of students with an Enterprising orienta-
tion wanted them to be liked, happy, well-adjusted and popu-
lar; their mothers tended to be authoritarian. Artistically
oriented students had fathers who wanted them to be curious
and independent, while mothers tended not be particularly
authoritarian. These findings suggest the strong influence
that parental behavior can exert on an individual's vocational
development (Holland, 1962)
.
What factors influence an accurate measure of family
environment? This can be considered from several perspectives.
The environment can be considered as a function of the atti-
tudes and interpersonal relations of its members. Or it can
be considered in terms of its economic resources and activi-
ties. In the end, the individual's personality is an adjust-
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ment to all of these factors. So that, measures of faraily
environment should include both areas. Past research has
usually been limited to one aspect or the other, informa-
tion on the first type of environment is primarily from
research by Piney (1932), Roe (1956), Grigg (1959), Switzer
et al. (1962), Paine (1967), Holland (1968), Troll (1969),
and Barclay (1972). That of the second type is from research
by Hyman (1956), Kohn (1959), Adrianian (1961), Poster (1973),
and Wells (1976)
.
Other research utilized Holland's Environmental Assess-
ment Technique (1973) to survey graduate (Aspin & Holland,
1961; Franz & Walsh, 1972) and undergraduate (Richards,
Seligman & Jones, 1970) environments.
The importance of family environment in vocational
development can be briefly summarized:
1. The environment provides opportunities for sons
and daughters to identify with or reject various adult role
models
.
2. It fosters needs and shapes values.
3. It provides experience with a variety of activities
and opportunities for acquiring information and skills rele-
vant to an occupation.
4. It allows accessibility or the lack of, through
resources (like funds, equipment and contacts) .
With regard to the family environment's importance in future
success, the habits and expectations of success in the family
constitutes a basis for later success. In addition, there
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is a substantial correlation between satisfaction of needs
at work and job satisfaction, with those needs, to a large
extent being family derived.
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Source of the Dai-;^
The subjects consisted of a random sample of 165
students drawn from the Harvard College classes of 1964
and 1965. The specific data on personality and family
environment was extracted from a larger research project,
the "Harvard Student Study," developed through the combined
efforts of the University Health Services and the Office
of Instructional Research and Evaluation at Harvard Univer-
sity. The survey of 600 class members gathered data from
a variety of social background variables, personality vari-
ables, data about ongoing behavior and assessment of the
perception of the college environment.
The aim of the Harvard Student Study (HSS) was to in-
vestigate the process of change and stability in the person-
alities of undergraduates during their four years at Harvard
College. These processes were felt to be related to their
personality structures and interaction with various aspects
of the college. Attention was paid to extra-psychic phenomena
that is, social structure, values and cultural expectations.
This study also aimed at examining the socializing and allo-
cating function of the college as an organization in society.
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Resulting data provided an analysis of the relationship
between background, social system and criterion variables.
Finally, the project was aimed toward the development of
theories of growth, adjustment and development as there were
few established at the outset of the study which would aid
in understanding personality development and modes of inter-
action with the environment.
The Sample
Far from being a representative cross section of col-
lege graduates, this group includes only former students
whom Harvard chose from an already restricted applicant pool.
Though there was regional geographic representation within
the sample, the largest proportion was reflective of the
Middle Atlantic states and its urban areas. The smallest
representation was from the south, with the midwest and
suburban areas also influencing the sample. The historical
stereotype of the Harvard man is one who has a private school
education, wealthy, WASP, and is following his predecessor
in the Harvard tradition. Recent admissions policies have
intended to broaden this homogeneous pool. In this study
55% of the sample had attended public school and 75-80% were
on some sort of scholarship aid. There was a strong repre-
sentation of Jews and Irish Catholics, though there were few
Blacks. An overwhelming number were admitted on the basis
of achievement alone, without regard to family tradition.
There are limitations, to be sure, and yet the sample also
has its advantages. The fact that all respondents belong
to the same age cohort and share the prerequisites of a
Harvard degree controls for generational effects and differ-
ences in the quality of college education. Moreover, the
occupational dynamics of Harvard alumni are interesting for
their own sake because Harvard stands at- „ ut ai-u ic a t one extreme on the
continuum of American colleges.
Measures
:rom
In this study, the subjects included 165 freshmen f:
the classes of 1964 and 1965. The random sample consisted
of individuals who completed a Student Background Question-
naire (SBQ) (Appendix B) from which information regarding
mothers' and fathers' interests and education were obtained;
a Strong Vocational Interests Blank (SVIB) ; and those who
also returned the Life Patterns Questionnaire (LPQ) (Appendix
C) sent to each member of the sample in June, 1974. Both the
SBQ and LPQ originated at the Office of Instructional Research
and Evaluation. Of the 223 students given each questionnaire,
165 returned all three and had completed enough data within
each quesionnaire to be useful to the study.
Family environment is based upon a combination of occu-
pational, educational and general interest inquiries on both
mother and father from the SBQ. There are nine dimensions
of family environment: mother's academic degree and father's
academic degree, number of organizations to which the mother
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belongs and to which the father belongs, areas in which an
individual may have received home instruction, number of
books, number of records, types of periodicals in the home
and father's occupation. Each of these was grouped and
weighted, reflecting its strength or importance to the
quality of the overall family environment (Grotevant, 1977).
Procedure
Three independent judges familiarized with Holland's
theory and typology were employed to rate the indices of
family environment. They were requested to assign a pri-
mary typology or code to the index of family environment
of which it was predominantly characteristic. They were
also requested to assign a second typology or code to that
same index of family environment of which it was secondarily
characteristic (Holland, 1977). After each dimension of
family environment was accorded both a primary and secondary
code, they are summed, separately. Family environment of
each person is characterized by a 2-letter code, representing
the largest percentage of a particular typology for each
primary and secondary type. In addition, unless family en-
vironment for each particular primary and secondary code
was clearly representative (at least 20% of each primary and
secondary total) each was assigned to the Realistic category
so that typologies will achieve an equal distribution and
more readily reflect the general population which, according
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to Holland, is largely Realistic ^ .y y ^ x . By characterizing family
environment by the 2-letter code, one can consider its rela-
tionship in combination with personality to vocational beha-
vior and possible outcomes of living in a particular environ-
ment.
The intervening variable of personality was measured in
the same way, utilizing the students' freshmen year SVIB
scores, since this score does not vary significantly from
one given during senior year. The scoring system of the
SVIB arranges the summation of each interest in standard
score form. Each vocational interest category on the SVIB
has a Holland typological counterpart. Each person's inter-
est with a standard score equal to or greater than the mean
is included (Holland & Nafzinger, 1975) as the typology is
again summed to obtain a primary and secondary Holland type
description (Campbell & Holland, 1972). A subject's person-
ality, according to Holland, can be characterized by his/her
type. As with family environment, unless an individual achieves
20% of one particular typology, that person is assigned to
the Realistic category.
The variables of vocational behavior defined as choice,
stability, satisfaction and success were gathered from the LPQ.
The responses pertaining to success were defined by graduate
students and professionals in each field.
The Life Patterns Questionnaire (LPQ) (Appendix C) is
an instrument used in the exploratory study of the occupational
position, job satisfaction, life styles and overall satisfac-
.on
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tion of alumni ten years out of college. Distribution of
the LPQ and the computer coding was initially done through
the Harvard Office of Instructional Research and Evaluatic
which also distributed materials in the 1964-65 Harvard
Student Study. m addition, certain modifications in the
coding categories were done for this particular study to
increase cell n • s and thereby allow additional predictions.
Computation of Family Environment/Personality (FE/P)
congruity variable: Family environment and personality con-
gruity were computed through an adaptation of Holland (1977)
and Grotevant (1977) methods for converting the congruence
of these types to contingency tables. Since the distance
along Holland's hexagon (Figure 1) is inversely proportional
to the similarity of one type to another, numerical value
is assigned to indicate that distance. Therefore, if the
environment and personality match, there is a high degree of
compatibility of one to the other which is assigned a numeri-
cal value of 4. If environment and personality are adjacent
types along the hexagon, there is a numerical value of 3.
If they are similar, there is a value assigned of 2 and if
they are dissimilar (at opposing points along the hexagon)
there is a numerical value of 1. An example of high FE/P
congruity is the I/A combination and an example of low FE/P
congruity is the I/E combination.
The relationship of family environment to personality
may then vary from high to low, with these total scores which
characterize congruency ranging from 6-14. For the chi-square
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analyses and t-test, FE/P congruity are separated into low
congruity (6-10) and high congruity (12-14). The relation-
ship of these scores to vocational behavior is then viewed
in the context of quantitative and qualitative indices of
satisfaction, success, stability and choice.
Validity of the Data
Because the data presented in this study are based on
student self-reports, the question naturally arises: To
what extent do the results reflect inaccurate or deliberately
distorted self-descriptions? As a rebuttal to these inquir-
ies, one may point to the assumption that the student is
willing to cooperate, that is, to be sincere and honest.
In addition, the data furnished here are based chiefly on
responses to questions of fact rather than to questions
calling for opinion. Most of the information requested is
presumably known to the student and could, in theory, be veri
fied by an independent observer. Therefore, it is reasonable
to assume that a person would give inaccurate information
only if the task aroused conflict and defensiveness . Since
these items do not appear to be 'content threatening,' we
can assume that the results represent a reasonably accurate
description of the classes of 1964 and 1965.
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Data Analysis
The central purpose of this study was to test the
relationship of measures of vocational behavior to FE/P.
A combination of multiple regression, t-tests and nonpara-
metric chi-square analyses were employed to test the
hypotheses outlined earlier.
Multiple regression is the most useful method for
developing or testing a model for predicting one dependent
variable from several independent variables, all of which
are ordered (Armour & Couch, 1972). The single most impor-
tant quality in evaluating the overall success of the pre-
diction equation is the multiple correlation squared (R^)
.
This coefficient is the proportion of variation in the
dependent variable "explained" by association with the inde-
pendent variables. The "Standardized Coefficient" (S.C.)
is also useful in prediction. This coefficient is adjusted
for differences in the scales of measurement for each of the
independent variables. Hence, they can be compared to one
another to determine the relative predictive power of each
independent variable with the others held constant. The
dependent variable of FE/P congruity has two types of measures
Variable 1 which includes all nine indices of family environ-
ment and Variable 2 which includes eight indices and controls
for father's occupation. The Variable 2 measure is utilized
to observe the strength of the eight indices, since father's
occupation is heavily weighted among them. Primarily Variable
1 is used in the results, since father's occupation is an
important influence in family environment, personality and
vocational behavior. Preliminary analyses show that at
VAR 1, 43* Of the sample's FE typology is equal to father's
occupation; at VAR 2 it is 18%. m 8.5% of the sample,
(VAR 1, completely differed from father's occupation,
at VAR 2 it was 7.3%.
Regression analyses and t-tests were employed where
variables existed as continuously distributed or where qual-
itative variables could be recoded as dummy variables.
Chi-square was used where variables existed as discrete or
where continuous variables could be recoded to discrete
variables
.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Hypothesis I
Hypothesis I focused on the central issue of the
relationship of family environment (FE) to personality (P)
.
The results showed no direct relationship or correspondence
between FE and P. Table 1 which examines this relationship
shows the influences of the Enterprising (E)
, Investigative
(I), Social (S), and Artistic (A) environments and the
smaller contributions of the Realistic (R)
, and Conventional
(C) environments. While the predominant family environment
is E, the prevailing personality type is I. Clearly the
sample is both academically and professionally influenced.
Though there was no significant relationship of FE to P
some interesting results are apparent.
Within the Enterprising family environment which accounts
for one-third of the total cases, direct correspondence or
E type personality was present in only 20.4% of the cases.
When the 'identical' and 'adjacent' types are combined (E,
S&C) correspondence of FE to P is found in 53.8% of the
cases. However, the I type, described by Holland (1973)
as having quite different expectations and talents from the
E type is by itself the most likely personality type, within
the E family environment. In part this may be due to the
positive relationship which the E and I types have to
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vocational and academic asperations, respectively, and al,
the career expectations of the Howard sample.
The Investigative family environment is one which pre-
dominately favors an I type personality. One-fifth of the
total sample cases are in this category, and only 38.2% of
those were instances of direct correspondence. This small
number represents the highest incidence of direct corres-
pondence among the six FE and P types. The E type personality
favors an I type family environment in 25.6% of the cases.
The juxtaposition of these dissimilar types (I,E) are
evident in the vocational fields of technical sales, re-
search and science but is classified as low congruity. The
S type personality is evideni- in 9n <;9- ^-p tjr fc viuenr of I type environments.
Combining these percentages of dissimilar types (47.1%)
represents nearly half of this category's cases. Surpris-
ingly, the related personality types in this category, R
and A account for only 11.8% of total group cases. This
shows that other than the small number of direct correspon-
dence cases, an I type environment is more likely to favor
an opposite personality type.
A Social family environment favors an I type personality
within this sample. One-fifth of the total cases fell within
the S type environment. Of this group 42.4% favored an I
type personality. The S,I combination of FE and P is
generally considered to be only tangentially related. It
is not, however, uncommon since this combination is the same
typology as the vocational categories of science teacher.
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physician, social scientist and politicians. Cases of
direct correspondence were evident in only 30.3% of this
group. in broadly defining correspondence by combining
both
. identical and
-adjacent' types (E,s.A) prediction
from FE to P is possible in only 51.5% of the cases.
An Artistic environment elicits only 15% direct
correspondence; however, the I type was predominant in
53.8% of this group's total cases. Taking into account
"identical- and
-adjacent- personality types (l,s&A) in-
creases predictability to a sturdy 88.5%. The combination
of A, I has high congruity and wide appeal evolving into
varied vocational areas of economist, chemist, architect
and writer. The unsystematized activities of the A
environment are here heavily influenced by future academic
and occupational goals. The remainder of cases within that
category account for only 11.5% of its total. The outcome
of the A type environmental influence on personality differs
greatly from that of the I type environment mentioned earlier.
For the former, there is a dominant influence, with environ-
ment likely to favor an adjacent or identical personality
type; while the latter
-s environmental influence is twofold.
It is not only moderately toward identical types but also
toward dissimilar and opposite types. The finding is
interesting to note because the I and A types are related
in Holland's theory (r =
.34, Figure 1).
The Realistic environment accounts for only 9.8% of
the total cases. Though there were no instances of direct
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correspondence, the 1 type personality, an ' adjacenf type
was the most likely combination (43.8%) in this category
of FE to P prediction, with the five remaining categories
accounting for the major percentage (56.2%), prediction of
correspondence is not possible.
The Conventional family environment's influence in
this study is like the others, generally unpredictable, and
accounted for only 6% of the total cases. Those interactions
were only with the I type personality. This might have
been expected taking into account the college-oriented
sample
.
Table 2 expands upon the results of correspondence of
environment to personality by grouping by 'identical' and
•adjacent' types respectively. The non-significant results
show family environment to be generally unrelated to
personality.
Hypothesis II
The results show that there is no relationship between
vocational choice and FE/P congruity. Subjects' present
occupation was stated by title, duties and responsibilities,
and grouped by Holland type was compared to measures of low
and high congruity (Tables 3-7)
. Several other chi-square
comparisons were made by grouping similar, adjacent and
opposite types together and performing appropriate analysis
among these groups. Table 3 represents frequencies for all
occupational groups.
Table 2
FREQUENCY OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN FAMILY
AND PERSONALITY TYPE FOR
ADJACENT AND IDENTICAL TYPES
FAMILY ENVIRONMENT TYPE
PERSONALITY TYPE R-I-A C-E S TOTAL
^^"^ 45 26 18 89
16 12 5 33
^ 12 17 10 39
TOTAL 73 55 33 161
^= 5.29, df= 4, n.s.
FAMILY ENVIRONMENT TYPE
PERSONALITY TYPE R-I-A C-E-S TOTAL
R-I-A 45 44 89
C-E-S 28 44 72
TOTAL 73 88 161
= 2.12, df= 1, n.s.
Table 2
(continued)
FAMILY ENVIRONMENT TYPE
^76^= 6.52, df= 4, n.s
PERSONALITY TYPE C-E-S I-R A TOTAL
C-E-S 44 23 5 72
I-R 36 20 14 70
A 8 7 4 19
TOTAL 88 50 23 161
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Table 3
FREQUENCIES FOR ALL OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS
(N = 165)
OCCUPATION N PERCENT OF
ELEMENTARY P'nrTr'arrT/-\-NT 10 6.06
GRADUATF ciTTTmrMT'
4 2.42
ARCHITECT 4 2.42
INDEPENDENT FARMER 1
.61
WRITER/JOURNALIST 4 2. 42
PROFESSIONAL ARTIST 14 8.48
SKILLED WORKER 1
.61
GOV'T ADMINISTRATOR 9 5.45
COLLEGE TEACHER 36 21.82
LAWYER 28 16. 97
BUSINESSMAN 26 15.75
PHYSICIAN** 28 16.97
TOTAL
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Table 3
(continued)
**SPECIALIZATIQN AREA
INTERNAL MEDICINE
SURGERY
PSYCHIATRY
RADIOLOGY
PATHOLOGY
GENERAL PRACTICE
ORTHOPEDICS
PEDIATRICS
STILL IN MEDICAL SCHOOL
N PERCENT OF TOTAL
12 43.2
2 7.2
2 7.2
3 10.2
1. 3.6
1 3.6
1 3.6
2 7.2
4 14.4
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Table 4 presents the relationship of occupational
choice grouped according to Holland type to FE/P congruity.
The chi-square was not significant. Additional analyses
also evidenced no significance in the relationship between
vocational choice and FE/P congruity. Table 5 focuses on
the relationship of opposite vocational type to congruity.
one may ask whether differences in vocational choice and
congruity might be more evident when comparing extremes
like the I and E types of occupations. In these comparisons
a relationship of congruity to vocational choice cannot be
substantiated. Table 6 seeks a relationship of congruity
to vocational types that are adjacent to one another. The
question here is whether congruity may be associated with
closely related vocational choices. The A and E type
occupations had a resulting non-significant chi-square.
Table 7 compares congruity and similar vocational choices.
This analysis seeks a relationship of, if not particular
occupations perhaps, an array of like occupations to
congruity. Only two of the several possible comparisons
were analyzed. They give an indication of the typical
quality for chi-squares involved in these comparisons. The
chi-square for the hypothesized relationship of congruity
to S and A vocational choices was not significant, nor was
that of I and A vocational choices.
Hypothesis III
The results show that there is no relationship between
achievement and FE/P congruity among businessmen (Table 8)
.
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Table 4
FREQUENCY OF FE/P CONGRUITY AND VOCATIONAL CHOICE FORSOCIAL, ARTISTIC, ENTERPRISING, INVESTIGATIVE TYPES
VOCATIONAL
FE/P CONGRUITY s
LOW CONGRUITY 31
HIGH CONGRUITY 19
TOTAL 50
TYPE
^ E I TOTAL
14 38 14 97
6 22 11 58
20 60 25 155
=
. 934, df= 3, n.s.
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Table 5
FREQUENCY OF FE/P CONGRUITY AND OPPOSITE VOCATIONAL TYPES
VOCATIONAL TYPE
FE/P CONGRUITY I e TOTAL
58LOW CONGRUITY 16 42
HIGH CONGRUITY 10 21 31
TOTAL 26 63 89
= .214, df= 1, n.s.
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Table 6
FREQUENCY OF FE/P CONGRUITY AND ADJACENT VOCATIONAL TYPES
VOCATIONAL TYPE
FE/P CONGRUITY
LOW CONGRUITY
HIGH CONGRUITY
TOTAL
11
11
22
42
21
63
TOTAL
53
32
85
= 1.93, df= 1, n.
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Table 7
FREQUENCY OF FE/P CONGRUITY AND SIMILAR VOCATIONAL TYPES
VOCATIONAL TYPE
FE/P CONGRUITY
LOW CONGRUITY
HIGH CONGRUITY
TOTAL
31
19
50
14
6
20
TOTAL
45
25
70
-76^=
. 403
,
df= 1, n.s
VOCATIONAL TYPE
FE/P CONGRUITY TOTAL
LOW CONGRUITY
HIGH CONGRUITY
TOTAL
16
10
26
11
11
22
27
21
48
.
2.
^ = .678, df= 1, n.s.
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Table 8
FE/P CONGRUITY AND ACHIEVEMENT*
BUSINESSMEN (N= 28)
INDICES OF
ACHIEVEMENT
STANDARD STANDARDIZED CHI-SQUARE
MEAN DEVIATION COEFFICIENT :prob. )
NUMBER OF LC 1. 57
.49
LEVELS TO HC 1. 50 .50
THE TOP GROUP 1. 54 .49
NUMBER OF LC 1. 46 .49
EMPLOYEES HC 1. 50 .50
GROUP 1. 48 .50
OWNER, CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OR LC 1. 56 .49
PRESIDENT OF HC 1. 58 .50
A MILLION GROUP 1. 57 .50
DOLLAR FIRxM
-1. 07
-.72
-.42
n. s
n . s
.
n . s
*r2= .16 (VARl) includes father's occupation
R^= .91 (VAR2) controls for father's occupation
F= 10.13, df= 161, p<.001
.rm
:or
The numbers presented below in parenthesis are the stan-
dardized coeffecients (s.c.) or the relative predictive
power of each independent variable with the others held
constant. The foremost factor in the relationship of
congruity to achievement in businessmen is how close one
is to the top position within the company (-1.07). Authority
is a particularly strong predictor of low congruity so that
top positions are likely to be held by LC individuals. The
second most important factor in the relationship of congruity
to businessmen is the number of employees within the fi:
(-.72). This also is a particularly strong predictor fc
success for low FE/P congruity persons. Finally, the
liklihood of being the owner or chief executive of a company
grossing a million dollars or more per year is predictive
of low congruity (-.42). Individuals who own or manage
successful companies are likely to be low FE/P congruity
persons. Overall, the proportion of variation in the
dependent variable explained by association with the inde-
pendent variables (r2) is .16. Thus, while the F value is
significant (10.13, p<.001) for all three factors, they
are not a strong predictor of FE/P congruity in businessmen.
However, achievement accounts for a much larger proportion
of variation (r2 = .91) in association with FE/P congruity
when the FE/P variable controls for father's occupation
(Var 2)
.
The non-significant chi-squares corroborated the
weak association.
For physicians, the construction of a single 'success'
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scale is difficult. Some are still in school or barely
finished with their training. As an alternative to a single
measure, three types of scales were constructed: prestige
of specialty, prestige of post-heavily scaled toward
participation in academic medicine, and expected life-
time earnings-based upon the amount of time spent in
private practice. Analyses of these scales for the FE/P
variable in the regression analyses yielded results similar
to those obtained for businessmen. Several factors arise
as having importance in the relationship of achievement to
congruity (Table 9). The responsibility for supervising
interns emerges as a primary predictor of congruity (-.80).
In addition. Table 9 shows the power of other factors of
achievement—having hospital administrative duties (-.74),
a high prestige specialty (-.34) and to a lesser extent
the level of training (-.18), having passed specialty boards
(-.22) and involvement in private practice (.13). Location
of practice was related to congruity at Var 2 (-1.27). As
in the case with businessmen, the inverse relationships of
congruity to achievement yielded negative s.c. ratios.
While the F=10.91,p
.001 is significant for all the factors
of achievement for physicians, achievement is only moderately
associated .(r2 = .33) with FE/P congruity for this group.
As was the case with businessmen, these factors, are more
closely associated with FE/P congruity when controlling for
father's occupation (r2 = .67) at Var 2. The information
from the regression analyses are substantiated by information
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Table 9
FE/P CONGRUITY AND ACHIEVEMENT*
PHYSICIANS (N=28)
INDICES OF
ACHIEVEMENT
STANDARD STANDARDIZED CHI
-SQUAREMEAN DEVIATION COEFFICIENT (PROR
.
)
PASSED BOARDS
RESPONSIBILITY
FOR SUPERVIS-
ING INTERNS
LC
HC
GROUP
LC
HC
GROUP
1.94
2.00
1. 96
2.13
1. 75
1.96
.43
1.10
.79
.48
.83
.69
-.22
-.80
INVOLVED EX- LC 1
. 06 .24
CLUSIVELY IN HC 1
. 09 .29
PRIVATE PRAC- GROUP 1 .07 .26
. 1
TICE
HOSPITAL AD- LC 1. 56 .50
MINISTRATIVE HC 1. 33 .85
DUTIES GROUP 1. 46 .68 -.74
LOCATION LC 1. 54 .50
OF HC 1. 37 .48
PRACTICE GROUP 1. 48 .50 -1.27
n. s
.
. 01
n. s
01
PRESTIGE OF
SPECIALTY
COMPLETED
TRAINING
LC 17.63 13.22
HC 14.82 10,03
GROUP 16.48 12.10
LC 1.75 .43
HC 1.42 .49
GROUP 1.61 .49
-.34
-.18
01
05
*R^= .33 (VARl) includes father's occupation
r2= .67 (VAR2) controls for father's occupation
F= 10.91, df= 157, p< .001
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gathered from the chi-square. Using the chi-square test
the statistical significance level for responsibility for
supervising interns is p< .009, involvement in hospital
administrative duties is p< .01, prestige of specialty
P< .01 and location of practice p< .01 were obtained showing
the strong relationship of these factors to congruity. As
expected, because of their low s.c, neither involvement in
private practice nor having passed specialty boards were
significant. However, the amount of training completed
showed significance (p< .05).
FE/P congruity for both types of analyses suggest some
general conclusions regarding physicians. Those who are in
the LC group exhibit qualities of high motivation and pro-
fessional achievement. They have more teaching and admin-
istrative responsibilities and are farther along in their
training within their high prestige field. Low FE/P congruity
are involved in more scales of achievement than high FE/P
congruity and therefore, are more successful by the standards
of this study. Later discussion will provide an explanation
for these results.
Table 10 (standardized coefficients) show the strong
relationship of particular factors of achievement for FE/P
congruity for lawyers. Involvement in pro-bono (charity)
work (1.16), having a job in the private versus the public
sector (.73), working alone rather than in a group situation
(-.72), having sole responsibility for one ' s duties (.45) and
to a lesser extent, the field of estate law (.05) each have
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Table 10
FE/P CONGRUITY AND ACHIEVEMENT*
LAWYERS (N= 28)
INDICES OF
ACHIEVEMENT
WORK ALONE
OR JOINTLY
NUMBER OF
LAWYERS
WITH WHOM
YOU SHARE
DUTIES
MEAN
LC
HC
GROUP
LC
HC
GROUP
1.75
1.67
1.71
1. 56
1.80
1.65
STANDARD STANDARDIZED CHI-SQUARE
DEVIATION COEFFICIENT (PROS
.
)
.56
1.05
.85
.50
.40
.48
-.72
.05
n.s.
NUMBER OF
SENIOR PTNRS
NUMBER OF
JUNIOR PTNRS
TYPE OF FIRM
OR EMPLOYMENT
JOB ORIENTA-
TION/PUBLIC
OR PRIVATE
DOES FAMILY
LAW
DOES ESTATE
LAW
LC
HC
GROUP
LC
HC
GROUP
LC
HC
GROUP
LC
HC
GROUP
LC
HC
GROUP
LC
HC
GROUP
DOES CORPORATE LC
LAW HC
GROUP
1.48
1.47
1.48
1.48
1.60
1.52
1.71
1.75
1.72
1.82
1.92
1.85
1.28
1.64
1. 41
1.24
1.70
1.41
1.65
1.64
1. 64
.50
.50
.50
.50
.49
.50
.45
.60
.51
.38
.28
.35
.58
.64
.63
.55
. 64
.64
.76
.88
.83
73
93
05
-.81
n.s
n.s
n.s.
.10
001
. 05
.05
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Table 10
(continued;
INDICES OF
ACHIEVEMENT MEAN
STANDARD STANDARDIZED CHI-SQUARE
DEVIATION COEFFICIENT (PROS.)
DUTIES ARE
YOUR SOLE
WORK
DOES LEGAL
CONSULTING
LC 1.33
.47
HC 1. 64
.64
GROUP 1.45 .57
.45
LC 1. 16 .36
HC 1.45
.50
GROUP 1.28
.45 . 1.16
LC 1.18 .38
HC 1. 25 .43
GROUP 1.20
. 41
n. s
.
05
n . s
*R^= .64 (VAR 1) includes father's occupation
R = .66 (VAR 2) controls for father's occupation
F= 57.64, df= 159, p< .001
Law
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strong relative predictive power in FE/P congruity for
lawyers. The additional achievement factors of family 1,
(.93) and corporate law (-.81) were listed in predicting
FE/P congruity at Var 2. The proportion of variation in
the dependent variable explained by association with the
independent variable is r2 = .64. This would indicate that
the achievement factors in these analyses have a strong
association with FE/P congruity among lawyers. All factors
of achievement were significant as evidenced by the overall
F value (57.64, p< .001). The s.c. ratios were in specific
directions to conclude negative or positive relationships.
Factors of achievement related to HC were: work in the
private sector, family and estate law, pro-bono work and
having total responsibility over one's duties. Factors of
achievement related to LC were corporate law and working
alone rather than with a group.
The chi-square statistic (Table 10) reiterates the
above. It implies that working alone is more likely for
LC lawyers [i^ = 4.21, p< .05). Though not significant,
HC lawyers preferred private sector work (-x? = 2.64, p< .10)
and having sole responsibility over one's duties. With
regard to specialty, family law (x? = 11.22, p< .001),
pro-bono work = 4.18, p< .05) and estate law (oc2 =
5.30, p^* .05) are the likely choices of HC persons. The low
congruity group's professional interests lie distinctly in
the area of corporate law = 5.27, p< .05) which is
characterized by practicing lawyers and advanced law students
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as the most prestigious field of practice.
The relationship of factors of achievement to FE/P
congruity among college professors is also significant
(Table 11)
.
Academic rank is the primary predictor of
congruity (-.31). Prestige of department as rated by deans
of like departments had a relative predictive power of -.18.
Finally, tenure (-.10) has a small influence on congruity
for teachers. The results show that the effect of tenure
in combination with the other two factors was significant,
though its specific effect was not. So while the F value
is significant (7.02, p< .001) for all three factors, they
were not a strongly associated congruity because the
proportion of variation accounted for (r2) is .17. This
proportion, though, is a better indicator using Var 1 than
Var 2, for which r2 was .09. Non-significant chi-squares
corroborate the weak association.
A corrollary of vocational achievement is income
(Table 12)
.
There is a strong but non-significant relation-
ship of congruity to income (oc? = 5.51, p< .06) and mean
differences. These results are worth mention and speculation
as to the relationship of LC and high income. Perhaps later
analyses will aid in giving some information regarding HC
and LC feelings of job satisfaction and frustration.
Hypothesis IV
Emanating from vocational choice is the satisfaction
which comes to be associated with it. Though specific
questions on this topic were asked, it is difficult to pin-
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Table 11
FE/P CONGRUITY AND ACHIEVEMENT*
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY TEACHER (N= 36)
INDICES OF
ACHIEVEMENT MEAN
STANDARD STANDARDIZED CHI
-SQUARE
DEVIATION COEFFICIENT (PROB.)
TENURE LC 1. 05 .49
HC 94 .43
GROUP 1. 00 .47
ACADEMIC LC 1. 29 .45
RANK HC 1. 20 .40
GROUP 1. 25 .43
PRESTIGE LC 1. 83 .37
OF DEPART- HC 1. 71 .45
MENT GROUP 1. 78 .41
-.10
-.31
-.18
n.s.
n . s
n . s
R^= .17 (VAR 1) includes father's occupation
R'^= .09 (VAR 2) controls for father's occupation
F= 7.02, df= 161, p< .001
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Table 12
FE/P CONGRUITY AND ACHIEVEMENT*
INCOME (N= 16 5)
FE/P rnMrprTTrrv , ^ INCOME CATEGORYth f CONGRUITY MEAN 15K 2 2K 22K
LOW CONGRUITY 25, 713 40 . 6% (41). 36 . 6% ( 37 ) 22 . 8% ( 2 3
)
HIGH CONGRUITY 17,235 55 . 9% ( 38 ) 20 . 6* ( 14 ) 2 3 . 5% ( 16
20,816 47.4%(79) 30. 8%(51) 23.1%(39)
'X. = 5.51, df= 2, n.s.
point a particular source of satisfaction (Table 13)
associated with certain aspects of a job (job task satis-
faction)
.
The t-tests show significant mean differences
of high and low FE/P congruity to "work taking too much
of one's time". HC persons have this opinion to a greater
extent than do LC (t = 2.26, p< .05). The factors of
satisfaction are a better indicator of congruity when
controlling for father's occupation (Var 2). The t-tests
show significant mean differences for levels of frustration
defined as bureaucratic hassles (t =
-2.03, p< .05) and
inadequate pay (t = 2.10, p< .05) as well as sources of
satisfaction in having adequate job freedom (t = 1.89,
P< .05). Beyond the question of job (task) satisfaction
(using Var 1) ; which by itself may be related to the one
in twenty chance factor, the relationship of FE/P congruity
to job task satisfaction is speculative. Even though a
significant F value (1.69, p< .05) extended to all but four
of the factors of satisfaction, the s.c. was unremarkable
except for a statement related to enjoying the substance of
the work (-.30) which is apparently more closely associated
with LC persons. r2 validates the weak association of FE/P
congruity and job task satisfaction, with the proportion of
explained variation equal to .17 for Var 1 and r2 = .n at
Var 2 for all twenty-one factors. So far, then, evidence
for Hypothesis IV is weak beyond a statement of general
relationships of job associated dissatisfaction related to
HC persons and job associated satisfaction related to LC
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Table 13
FE/P CONGRUITY AND VOCATIONAL SATISFACTION*
(N= 165)
SATISFACTION
VARIABLE MEAN
WORK MAKES
UNREASONABLE
DEMANDS
SUFFICIENT
AUTHORITY TO
DO A GOOD JOB
WORK IS
INTERESTING
GOOD SOCIAL
ENVIRONMENT
GOOD INCOME
DOING WHAT
I DO BEST
LEAVE WORK
WITH A GOOD
FEELING
COMPETENT
SUPERVISION
JOB IS WHAT I
EXPECTED
FREEDOM TO DO
A GOOD JOB
ACHIEVEMENTS
ARE RECOGNIZED
SPEND TIME AT
HOME ON JOB
PROBLEMS
2.63
1.60
1.35
1.80
2.72
1.76
2.24
2.07
2.16
1.82
1.86
2.13
STANDARD STANDARDIZED
DEVIATION COEFFICIENT T-PRQBABILTTY
1.15
.82
.57
.87
1.21
. 90
89
. 06
.08
1.00
86
1.15
n . s
.
n . s
n. s
.
n . s
n . s
n. s
.
n . s
n . s
.
n. s
n . s
n . s
.
n. s
n. s
.
n . s
n. s
.
n. s
n . s
n
. s
.
n . s
n . s
n. s
.
n . s
n . s
n . s
.
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Table 13
(continued)
STAISFACTION STANDARD CHI-SQUARE
y^^^Ii^ MEAN DEVIATION (PRQB.) ' T-PRORARTT.ttv
LEVEL OF
SATISFACTION
WITH JOB 2.00
.96 n. s
. n. s
.
LEVEL OF
FRUSTRATION
WITH JOB 2.96 1.13 n.s. n . s
*r2= .04 (VAR 1) includes father's occupation
R = .08 (VAR 2) controls for fahter ' s occupation
F= .39, df= 149, n.s.
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persons
.
Among the chi-square analyses (Table 13) there was a
significant relationship of congruity and "work taking too
much time" ^2 .
^^^^ ^.^^ expressing this
specific dissatisfaction. Those variables which were sig-
nificant using Var 2 (controlling for father's occupation)
were also significant for the chi-square. HC was related
to feeling sufficient freedom in the job ^2 =
^^^^
^
while also concerned about inadequate pay {^^2 = 4.25, p<
.05) and LC was again related to frustrations over bureau-
cratic hassles = 4.31, p< .05).
Related to job task satisfaction are inquiries of
satisfaction involving the job environment (Table 14).
Statistical results were similar to questions on job task
satisfaction. The t-test analyses showed near significant
mean differences of high and low FE/P congruity to work
making unreasonable demands (t = 1.7, p< .09), with this
factor more true for HC than LC persons. Beyond this small
statement of HC and job related dissatisfaction, little
importance can be given to the factors tested here in job
environment satisfaction and FE/P congruity. The overall
F value was not significant. In addition to non-significant
chi-squares and t-tests, r2 accounted for only a small
proportion (.04) of the variation in the dependent variable
by association with the independent variable.
Job satisfaction can also be associated with the con-
sistency of one's psychological feelings or moods. Table (15)
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Table 14
FE/P CONGRUITY AND VOCATIONAL SATISFACTION*
(N= 165)
SATISFACTION
VARIABLE MEAN
STANDARD CHI-SQUARE
DEVIATION (PROR.) T-PROBABILITY
ENJOY
SUBSTANCE
OF THE WORK 1.68
GOOD RELATIONS
WITH CO-
WORKERS 1.14
WORK A
CHALLENGE 1.32
EXCELLENT
OPPORTUNITY
FOR ADVANCE
MENT 1.04
EXCELLENT
COMPENSATION 1.09
WORK NOT TOO
DEMANDING
OF FREE TIME 1.05
WORK FOR
SOCIAL-
MORAL IDEALS 1.15
GREATEST USE
OF SKILLS 1.18
FEELING OF
ACCOMPLISH-
MENT 1.23
WORK BORING
NOT A
CHALLENGE 1.13
51
39
47
n . s
.
n . s
19
29
22
36
39
42
34
n . s
n . s
n. s
n. s
n. s
n. s
n . s
.
n . s
n . s
.
n . s
n. s
n . s
n . s
n. s
n. s
.
n . s
n . s
n . s
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Table 14
(continued)
STAISFACTION
VARIABLE MEAN
POOR
RELATIONS
WITH CO-
WORKERS 1-05
BUREAU-
CRATIC
HASSLES 1-47
INABILITY
TO REACH
EXCELLENCE I'l^
WORK TAKES
TOO MUCH
TIME ^'23
PAY
INADEQUATE 1-09
LACK TALENTS
ABILITY TO
DO WORK 1-03
WORK NOT
IN AREA OF
INTEREST 1-05
WOULD
RATHER BE
DOING
SOMETHING
ELSE 1-13
WORK TOO
COMPETITIVE 1-01
JOB INSECURITY ^'^^
WORK ALLOWS
LOTS OF FREEDOM 1.19
STANDARD CHI
-SQUARE
DEVIATION (PROS.) T-PPOPaptt jTY
.22
.50
,38
,46
28
17
24
,34
12
12
39
n. s
.05
n . s
.05
.05
n . s
n . s
n . s
n . s
,
n . s
,
.05
n . s
.05
n. s,
.05
.05
n . s
.
n. s
n . s
n . s
,
n . s
.
.05
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Table 14
(continued)
*r2= .17 (VAR 1) includes
R^= .11 (VAR 2) controls
F= 1.33, df= 142, n.s.
father's occupation
for father's occupation
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Table 15
FE/P CONGRUITY AND VOCATIONAL SATISFACTION*
SATISFACTION
VARIABLE MEAN
TOP OF THE
WORLD
FEELING 1.50
ANGER AT
SOMETHING
THAT
DOESN"T
USUALLY
BOTHER YOU 1-18
PARTICULARLY
EXCITED OR
INTERESTED IN
SOMETHING 1-82
DEPRESSED OR
UNHAPPY 1.18
PLEASED ABOUT
HAVING ACCOM-
PLISHED SOME-
THING 1.81
BORED 1-27
PROUD AT BE-
ING COMPLI-
MENTED 1-41
MORE TO DO
THAN THERE
WAS TIME 1-57
COULDN'T DO
SOMETHING BEC
.
YOU JUST COULDN'T
GET STARTED 1-29
STANDARD CHI-SQUARE
DEVIATION (PROS
.
)
.50
38
39
39
39
44
49
49
n . s
.
n . s
n . s
.01
n . s
n . s
n.s.
.01
T-PROBABILITY
n . s
n . s
n. s
n.s
n . s
n.s
n.s
.01
46 n . s n.s
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Table 15
(continued)
*p2: ll^l 11
i^cl^des father's occupation
? .V ^°^trols for father's occupatiF= 1.76, df= 154, n.s. on
shows the extent to which certain moods are associated with
FE/P congruity. T-tests show significant mean differences
between high and low congruity on specific inquiries of the
"feeling of having more to do than could possibly get done"
(t = 2.6, p< .01) and the near significance of the
"frequency of feeling depressed or unhappy about work"
(t = 1.84, p< .07). The results show HC individuals to
have these feelings more often than LC individuals. The
chi-square analyses support the t-tests. Feeling depressed
or unhappy about work fx? = 3.23, p< .07) was related to
HC individuals as was the feeling of having too much to do
('?C= 6.19, p< .01) than could possibly get done. Viewing
the regression analyses, having too much work to do had a
predictive power of .21 for congruity, feeling frequently
depressed or unhapppy had a predictive power of .14, and the
frequency of feeling particularly excited or interested in
something and a predictive power of -.20. While the F value
was significant for all but one factor the overall F was not
significant. This scale could only account for .10 of the
proportion of variance explained in the dependent variable
by association with the independent variable (r2) . There-
fore, these job related moods are not considered to have a
strong relationship to FE/P congruity. However, particular
factors mentioned above clearly have importance for certain
groups
.
Hypothesis V
The final hypothesis of the relationship between FE/P
congruxty and factors of job stability
.ust regain unsup-
ported (Table 16). The regression analyses give no sub-
stantial evidence of the importance of stability factors
in congruity. The chi-square and t-tests show similarly
dissappointing results.
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Table 16
FE/P CONGRUITY AND VOCATIONAL STABILITY
(N= 165)
YEARS AT PRESENT JOB
FE/P CONGRUITY
LOW CONGRUITY
HIGH CONGRUITY
GROUP
MEAN STAND. DEV CHI-SQUARE (PROR,
)
1.55
1. 52
1.54
50
50
59 n. s
.
WILL YOU STAY FOR THE NEXT FIVE YEARS?
FE/P CONGRUITY MEAN STAND. DEV. CHI-SQUARE (PROB. )
LOW CONGRUITY 1.6 6 .47
HG:GH CONGRUITY 1.64 .47
GROUP 1.65 .48
-S
some
CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS
Hypothesis I
The findings of the study do not support the hypothesis
of a relationship between FE and P. There is, however,
important information on the influence of environment and
personality that can be noted. One obvious explanation for
the non-significant results is partly found in the lack of
even distribution across groups. As expected the C and R
categories suffered in this academically oriented sample.
Methodological attempts to even out distribution were not
fruitful. This probably weakened relationships of types
and the relationship between FE and P.
Within the I type environment, direct correspondence
was evident in only 38% of the cases, for S type environ-
ments it was 30% of the cases, for E type it was 20% of the
cases, and for A type it was 15% of the cases. The remain-
ing C and R environments had no cases of direct correspondence
When correspondence is extended to include those categories
which are adjacent to a particular environment, percentages
rise but rarely above chance. Within the I environment,
correspondence is now 50%. For the S type, it is 51%. For the
E type it is 3 3% and for the A type correspondence extends
to 88%. For R type environments (which had no cases of direct
correspondence) the addition of the adjacent category extends
its correspondence to 44%. The analyses make it clear that
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the ^ajor importance in FE/P congruity cannot be attributed
to direct correspondence; that types do not necessarily
produce like or similar types. Rather, that one's personal-
ity may be attracted to particular parts of the family or
larger environment. This is evidence for the influence of
other stronger and more important factors within the larger
environment which affect one developmentally and cultivate
one's needs and interests.
The findings also add to information of dissimilar FE
and P. The most likely combination of dissimilar types are the
E, I types which gained 35% of the E category and I , E which
has 25% of the I category. These percentages would seem
large were it not for the fact of prior selection among the
college sample which clearly skewed thi-s distribution toward
the academic and professional, with the E and I categories
taking the largest share of academically oriented interests
'
and envioronments
.
The findings, which do not suggest a strong direct
influence of FE on P, do not corroborate work by Walsh and
Lacey (1969); C1970)
,
Barclay C1972)
,
Eggenberger and Herman
'
(1972) and Grandy and Stahman (1974) who noted that specific
parental environments encourage special outcomes, interests
and teacher expectations. The findings, however, do seem
to go along with Holland's a973) conclusion of a more subtle
contribution of the environment on personality. He expects
that they will possess similar or somewhat related traits,
competencies and interests of the environment with which
they come to be associated. Though not tested the above
analyses of Hypothesis I lend some credibility to this
Statement.
Since the study hints at a strong contribution of
opposing types, one is also led to question the additional
influences of the larger environment that are at least as
strong as that of the family. As mentioned earlier, the
strong contribution of the E and I opposing types may indi-
cate a great deal about college and the particular Harvard
sample. It is understandable that the E type which is
associated with vocational aspiration (Viernstein and Hogan,
197) and the I type associated with academic aspiration
(Holland, 1966) should find association between one another
in similar samples which are highly indicative of both types
of aspiration. These factors, though, are largely unresearched.
The extant research focuses on the parents as the major
factors in FE. Researchers have yet to define important
influences other than parents. This study sought to quantify
additional information by utilizing data other than that
considered strictly parental, as Grandy and Stahman (1974b)
in their questions on religious beliefs. Ambiguity remains
on what constitutes an important environment. A re-evaluation
of the term, family environment, its factors and its influ-
ences, especially in light of the numbers of single parent,
dual career and upwardly mobile families is needed. Personality
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and environment are both affected by more complex factors
such as state of the economy, television, geographic location,
peers, secondary school environments, and the changing
attitudes of parents. The family organization or lack of one
still strongly influences personality and vocational develop-
ment. However, these relationships must become more closely
incorporated into the general scheme through additional
research on FE and P theory. Recent research by Kunce and
Kappes (1976) seeks to do just that. They note a relation-
ship of personality type to a preference for environmental
structure and freedom. They found a significant relationship
of the R and C types to a need for structure. This informa-
tion is not surprising but useful in understanding how person-
ality types function both within and outside their family.
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Hypothesis II
A factor closely related to congruity of FE and P, is
the issue of the vocational environment with which one
comes to be associated. This hypothesis was aimed at under-
standing whether levels of FE/P congruity can differentiate
among vocational types. The results show that vocational
choice was not associated with FE/P congruity. Therefore,
occupational groups draw equally from LC and HC. These
findings are supported by Crites (1969) and Hughes (1972)
who suggest little relationship of personality and occupation,
The point of this hypothesis was to obtain information on
personality development through information on its outcome.
Namely, whether vocational environments were linked to loose-
ly (LC) or tightly (HC) organized family environments and
personalities. An example of what the results might have
shown is a relationship of HC and S type occupations. From
this and subsequent information from this study, one might
have been able to theorize one's past family organization
and adjustments. One suggestion is that the highly congruous
atmosphere may in fact have had the effect of a strongly
conforming environment. The adolescent's reaction to this
environment whether overt or unconscious may be to choose a
vocational environment where there is an opportunity to
communicate with people, express ideas and opinions freely
and, in general, to help others. The choice of an S type
vocational environment from the HC home may actually be that
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person's attempt to adjust to the present environment while
also reacting against the past environment or family value
system control. Past research by Strong (1959), Holland
(1966), Super (1967) and Kunce and Kappes (1976) assert
that we choose like environments. others like Roe (1956) and
Nachman (1960) support the idea of choice expressing personal-
ity needs and, therefore, is unlike our environment. There
is, however, insufficient data on which to base the Roe
hypothesis.
Though the findings do not support Holland's (1973) and
others' research, it does not disprove it. There is an
explanation. Holland chose to work with these factors of
causality separately. He felt that environment and personal-
ity each vocational choice. However, his research
only speculates and generally assumes their joint in luences
on vocational choice.
Secondly, Holland's actual hypothesis of the relationship
of interest inventories to personality inventories was not
tested here. Holland feels that after interests and abilities
are assessed by the Self-Directed Search (Christensen and
Sedlacek, 1974) one is lead to a group of occupations which
are compatible with the personality type. Hypothesis II is
aimed at information on personality adjustment and one's
perception of self and the environment in the area of person-
ality development.
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Presently, there is sparse research aimed at understanding
the relationship of vocational choices to FE/P congruity. The
absence of significant results of Hypothesis Ii does not help
to shed light on this largely unresearched area.
Hypothesis III
Just as we are more comfortable among friends whose
tastes and talents run similar to our own, we are more likely
to perform well at a job in which we fit psychologically.
Vocational achievement is understood to be an outcome of the
congruence between one's personality and the environment
(Holland, 1973). Hypothesis II tested a relationship of
several indices of vocational achievement and success to
FE/P congruity. The results of the study support predomin-
antly an inverse relationship.
The results show, though not strongly, a relationship
of achievement among businessmen to FE/P congruity though
not in the predicted direction. High authority, working in
a large firm and being owner or chief executive of a business
grossing one million dollars or more per year significantly
distinguished low from high FE/P congruity businessmen.
These results are not surprising when past research is
scrutinized. Werner (1969), W. E. Werner (1969), Hughes (1971)
and Kernen (1971) all obtained negative results or mixed
and unimpressive results when testing the hypothesis that
congruent patterns forcast occupational achievement. Rarely
have studies examined the relationship between person-environ-
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ment congruity and achievement. Research preferences are to-
ward personality or interest congruity and academic achieve-
ment (Livent, 1971); or occupational achievement (Sorenson
et al., 1973; Walsh, 1974). m one relevent study of person-
environment, Holland (1963) compared academic achievement
with
-appropriate- and inappropriate' personality types
attending congruent or incongruent colleges. He predicted
that congruence would be positively associated with achieve-
ment. He found only that artistic and leadership achievement
was positively related to congruity. Additional evidence
on personality differences and occupational success is noted
by Ellis (1952) and Blau (1956). They suggest that achieve-
ment in the form of upward mobility is a product of emotional
drives which were not satisfied by early group relations
such as that of parent and child. Analyses by these researchers
support their concludion: successful individuals are not as
well integrated socially as less successful persons. Those
findings translate to this study in that the personality of
successful businessmen seems to have low congruity to their
family environment. This combined information on low FE/P
'
congruity and achievement, can be expected to give information
on early interpersonal relations and emotional adjustment
for businessmen.
Another definition of success is that of advancement in
the occupation. This is indicated in the present study by
having a job of high authority or owning a highly (1 million
dollar) successful business. There xs a lacK of past research
on which to bas conclusions on businessmen, however, studies
by Roe (1953) of the Rorschach records of eminent social
scientists (similar in type to businessmen) bear out the
present study. The records reveal them to be less well
adjusted, more original, less controlled and more concerned
with interpersonal relations than less successful social
scientists. it is unclear how general Roe's results can
be interpreted, but it seems legitimate to conclude that
personality factors which differentiate highly successful
from less successful members in one occupation are not
necessarily important to success in another occupation and
may have no bearing on advancement or level of authority
in still other occupations. What conclusions can be drawn
from the results with regard to the relationship of business-
men and achievement? The finding show that achievement, as
defined by this study's particular indices, is related to a
loosely organized combination of FE and P. m addition, though
LC may be related to a reticence toward social integration,
control and adjustment, it is also related to originality
and concern for general interpersonal relationships.
For several researchers occupational success implies
unfulfilled emotional drives and needs. Since this study
shows success to be related to LC, the implication is that
unfulfilled and unsatisfied needs are also related to low
low FE/P congruity. All in all it gives the impression of
successful businessmen as somewhat eccentric though not
unstable persons due to neurotic strivings. Roe (1956),
however, gives more positive aspects to this description by
stating that successful people can be both less well adjusted
and more creative, more concerned with interpersonal re-
lations and less controlled.
Millington McCoy (1977) nart-nor- : ^y K^^ii , p rt er m an executive search
firm, feel that in her exn^^r-i onr^c.per e ce, the single most important
factor in success of top level executives is the ability
to form strong and meaningful relationships among co-workers
regardless of level witin the company. Rather that refute
Roe, this finding is meant to differentiate between social
integration and concern for personal relationships. McCoy's
and Roe's finding exemplifies the latter. This distinction
also relates to Roe's (1962) statement that relationships
of family to vocational choice and achievement are not gross
easily detectable one but often obscure and subtle.
The results of the study do not strcngly support an
inverse relationship of the indices of achievement to FE/P
congruity within the college teaching profession. Teaching
at a university or college where one's particular specialty
is, at that school, 'tops' or 'very good' in the field,
obtaining high academic rank and to a lesser degree, tenure,
characterize LC more than HC professors. These findings are
in general agreement with Dynes et al. (1956) who noted a
negative relationship of family relations and aspiration level
among college students. It is only in recent years that
there has been any indication from research that personality!
is related to the If^v^^i ^ • -82n le el attained m an occupation. Early
attempts to ascertain personality differences a..n • . ."-'^^-^e-i-ences ssociated
with occupational levels were negative (Super, 1957, As
better methods have been tried results show that personalif,
variations within each occupational level .ay .e great enough
to Obscure the relationships of personality and success, hut
the differences have begun to emerge. This information, in
addition to the findings of the studv i , •y i- n y s again in agreement
with past research by Werner (1969). W.E. Werner (1969,
Hughes
,1971, and Kernen (1971, who reject the hypothesis
that consistent personality patterns forecast vocational
achievement.
To rate no direct studies of achievement in college
professors and liheir association to FE and P have been done.
One related study by Smart (1975) investigated with positive
results the influence of environemnt as a reinforcer system
for job satisfaction among deparment chairpersons.
Holland (.1966) predicts several consequences of a person-
resemblance to a particular type. Other things being equal
CSES, Intelligence, etc.) educational aspiration and achieve-
ment will associate most often with the I,S person or environ-
ment pattern and least of all with E and R types. A dominant
characteristic of the Investigative type which is strongly
associated with college professors, is an independence of
thinking and behavior. Evidence of the strength of this
characteristic may manifest itself in the extent to which
the I personality differs from his/her environment (e.g.
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low FE/P congruity)
.
Perhaps their strength of persistence
gives this group its motivation toward high achievement.
One may only guess at family relations which foster
and encourage the assumed independence. Walsh and Lacey
(1969,1970) and Grandy and Stahman (1974) assume that types
produce like types. An alternate view is offered for con-
sideration. The E type environment (33% of the sample)
where parents are involved in activities which encourage
leadership and power often may have to be away from the home
in the pursuit of those activities. These frequent absences
may foster autonomy and a sence of intellectualism. By its
nature the E environment seeks low control over the I type
personality in the sense that FE and P can vary widely and
also be a stable and supportive social climate. In studies
of eminent psychologists, anthropologists and biologists
(similar in type to college professors) Roe (1951a, 1951b,
1953) revealed that they had experiences not totally unlike
those just described. The environment she notes, does not
imply warm social relations or the absence of general and
considerable anxiety perhaps due to high parental expectation.
She found this group to be intensely c urious
,
introspective
and stubborn, with more control among eminent biologists.
Eminent psychologists, while appearing similar in their
family environemtn, showed more concern with interpersonal
relationships that the other scientists and closer but more
conflicted bonds with parents. While appearing able to
exercise rational controls like the other scientists, they
were less inclined to do so in daily living. As a group/^
the Rorschach records of eminent psychologists, anthropologists,
and biologists revealed them to be intensely curious, more
hostile toward authority, more original and less controlled
than a less eminent group. It is quite possible that the
gregarious qualities of the E type environment did stimulate
this group's sense of adventure while inhibiting their
sense of power and social dominance so evident in the E
type environments. It is also possible that the character-
istics which describe the E type environment and I type vo-
cational type, though opposing, may actually foster one
another because of the stability, curiosity, adventure and
persistence offered to one another.
The three indices of high achievement noted for the
low FE/P congruity group require a great deal of motivation,
dedication and persistence. This does not accurately des-
cribe Holland's sterotypic LC person who is low in effeciency
competence and stability. However, no evidence is available
to contradict his further description of this group's low
self-confidence, dissatisfaction with the environment and
inconsistent values and interests. Perhaps the findings of
Hypothesis IV will provide more supportive evidence on low
FE/P congruity.
The picture of the physicians constructed from the
results supports a relationship of factors of achievement to
congruity. Low congruity was significantly related to six
of seven factors of achievement: having administrative duties
andhaving supervision responsibilities, having passed spec-
ialty boards, their level of training within a high prestige
specialty and preferring a suburban location rather than one
the city. High congruity was related to a greater involve-
ment in private practice. These findings corroborate past
research by Werner (1969), w.E. Werner (1969), Hughes (1971)
and Kernan (1971) who reject the hypothesis that consistent
patterns forcast achievement. To date little mention is made
of the importance of achievement on FE/P congruity in the
medical profession. This study shows, however, that achieve-
ment in medicine is predictive of LC more than HC. The low
congruity group seems to move more aggressively toward career
goals. For many within this group only additional time on
the job can add to their expertise and prestige. The majority
of the HC group who are involved in private practive are
also somewhat less involved with the medical community.
Kraakman's (1975) factor profile on plans to enter a
medical porfession show a positive association of the plans
to science ability. Holland's typology considers high ed-
ucational aspiration and achievement to associate with the
I,S personality and environmental-occupational types. This
information, however, seems only to hold validity for getting
into medical school but no conclusions of the same sort can
be drawn regarding motivation and achievement beyond this
point in time. One might assume, though, that the LC group
shares in the above qualities of high achievement more than
the HC group since more indices of achievement are predictive
of LC rather than HC.
These and past results on other professional groups''
lead the writer to wonder about certain aombinations of FE
and P which produce an effect on achievement and success that
outperforms certain other combinations. For doctors, low
FE/P congruity has a positive relationship with success. it
may be helpful, therefore, to investigate what positive ex-
periences an incongruent environment might bring to the I,
S
vocational type. The effects of an R environment can encourage
a sense of traditionalism and conventional values like money,
power and possessions which operate by encouraging an in-
dividual to choose an occupation which is viewed as a pillar
of the community. The life of a physician may embody all
of this. The R environment, though, does not encourage
human relations and, therefore, is not indicative of the low
FE/P cpngruity group's various associations with the medical
community. An E environment encourages power in addition to
status and responsibility while rewarding material and
traditional goals. This type also encourage social skills.
The C environment encourages and reinforces the I,S vocational
type's ability in recording and organizing data and one's
dependability, practicality and conformity through the I's
apparent lack of self-confidence. Like the R environment there
is little emphasis on human relations.
Over several years, medical admissions boards have ad-
mitted (Ebert, 1977) that they cannot clearly enumerate the
prerequesites for a competent physician. Though intelligence
may determine whether one. becomes a physician, or any pro-
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fessional, it is neither related to success in the scientific
occupations nor any of the complex executive or professional
occupations (Roe, 1951a, 1951b). The differences lie in
one's motivation and one's ability to deal effectively with
people. Taking this information into account with above
assumptions of incongruent environments, the E type home
environment may be the cormnon denominator in achievement and
lo FE/P congruity among physicians, college professors and
businessmen. While the E environment may be incongruent with
the I types, it is also tolerant of other types and encourages
sociability, self-confidence and acquisitivness
.
Super (1957) considers vocational development and the
decision to commit oneself to an occupation. Knowledge of
the ability to satisfy one's needs, is often the motivation
through role identification. Hall (1948) identifies three
types of medical roles: those of the collegue, individualist,
and altruist. The last two exist despite considerable
pressure from the highly structured profession. An individual
entering the medical field must understand that this is a
highly organized area and that one must adapt to it or leave.
Super concludes that occupational role expectations and in-
dividual needs are often a source of conflict and discomfort
for the individual. LC physicians, perhaps, because of their
involvement with the medical community and hence , acceptance
of the collegue role more than the HC physicians seems to
be better prepared as far as their peer and role expectations
within this field.
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The findings for physicians confir. a relationship between
achievement and FE/P congruity. What has proven noteworthy
for businessmen, college professors and physicians studied so'
far is that the relationships are inverse and in general dis-
agreement with Holland's theory.
In view of the many ways in which the low congruity
groups distinguish themselves in the area of achievement, it
is pertinent to examine what previous research has found
regarding the developmental relationship of other creative
individuals and their environment.
Roe, 1952; Stein, 1957 and MacKennon, 1960 agree that
the creative indi idual grew up in an environment which pro-
vided a good basis for later autonomous development and
dedication to work. Their lives were not without complexity,
however, and while the conditions of complexity varied, they
did not withdraw or react negatively. They had the ability
to weather difficulties and cope with problems both per-
sonally and in their careers. The family environment pro-
vided encouragement, support, stability and positive models
for identification, since they were independent persons with
a number of interests some of which were related to future
career activity. If that support was lacking in the im-
mediate family, it was found in the extended family or among
teachers in school or college. Creative persons were also
provided with direction either in generalized values or
orientation in terms of diciplinary actions that were to have
more guidance than punitive value. In addition, the writers
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found that creativity was not always associated with one
single. constellation Of antecedent factors. Different pat-
terns of early experience may be related to different types
styles of creativity in later life.
In this study, the low FE/P congruity group is similar
to the creative individuals in that while they exhibit
autonomous behavior in the form of differing greatly from
their environment, they also show work dedication and the
ability to get along with people.
The results of the study of FE/P congruity and achievement
among lawyers are different from those of the other fields.
The earlier professional groups exhibited a consistently nega-
tive relation between congruity and achievement. Success
among lawyers is somewhat more associated with HC than LC
groups. Working in the field of family law, estate law
or pro-bono work, having sole responsibility for one's duties
and working primarily in the private sector is related to
HC groups. In contrast, LC is related to work in the field
of corporate law and (having high responsibility in term of)
working, alone rather than in a group. The high and low
congruity groups seem to converge at different areas of the
same profession. While the HC group gravitates toward family
law, estate law and pro-bono work, the LC group constitutes
11 of 12 members in corporate law. One group focuses on
justice and power in human relations and enjoys a more social
atmosphere with total responsibility. The other is more
concerned with aggregate power, prestige and primarily works
alone with high responsibility. They are opposites in their
pursuit for achievement and success, yet within the same
profession. The findings do not corroborate past research
'
by Holland (1973) who would presume that LC leads to func-
tional ineffeciency and low self-confidence. However, the
many indices of achievement are more often associated with
HC, which is more in agreement with the Holland theory.
Lawyers seem to follow Super's (1957) assumption that
people see different roles within a given occupation.
Raylesberg (1949) found that engineering was perceived as
scientific by some, as materialistic by others and as asocial
welfare occupation by still others. A lawyer may be a court-
room dramatist, a scholarly research worker, a personal
counselor or a shrewd bargainer in company regociations
. An
individual entering law has a considerable choice of roles,
which they may choose in keeping with their own needs and
values. Success in law according to Nachman (1960) can
be tied in part to childhood experience. Coming to terms with
authority and rules of society are the substance of that
occupation. Those who are best at accepting those rules
perform at a higher level that those whose needs are frus-
trated. It is interesting that the HC group chose an area
of law which is more directly involved with the effects of
rules and authority, while the LC grouo favors the pres-
tigious area of corporate law where thay can assume the
stature of the powerful corporations which they represent.
Success as a lawyer is based upon aggressiveness,
competitiveness, sociability and dominance regardless of the
specialty. Roe (1956) concludes that it is in part the
childhood family structure which developes an expectation
of success. Nachman again adds that the successful lawyer must
have a strong male figure, not necessarily the father, who
gave guidance toward achieving that goal. The field of law
is relatively unstructured, leaving the individual the op-
portunity of shaping his/her personality to the field. One
can be of any college major to enter law school. However,
there is no past research on FE and P on which to base the
above information.
The results of the study strongly hint at a relationship
of income. In the chi-square analysis probability is close
to (.06) significance. LC is associated for the high and
middle ends of the income distribution, while the HC group
had 56% of its total at the low end (under $15,000). The
information is considered inconclusive since the subjects are
all in the early stages of their career where income is
representative of experience rather than training. However,
the LC group is generally paid higher than the HC group.
Thr results showed the HC group to be aware of this income
difference and cite inadequate pay a source of job satisfaction.
To summarize, the relationship of achievement and
FE/P congruity shows a predominately inverse relationship
of these variables in the professional fields of business,
college teaching and medicine, and a linear relationship
to law. Because of the number of areas in which they
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achieve, LC is assumed to come from an environment which is
both stable and supportive; where curiosity, sociability,
and acquisitivness are rewarded. The LC group may in
general have a similar developmental history to creative
individuals. The HC group, associated with law, has different
childhood experiences from the LC group and, therefore, chose
areas of law perhaps to compensate needs involving rules and
authority. In addition, the near significant relationship of
LC to high income was shown.
Table 17 summarizes these relationships.
Hypothesis IV
The results of the study support, to a slight extent, a
relationship between indices of satisfaction and FE/P con-
gruity. The data are certainly not conclusive but the in-
formation at hand gives evidence that HC is significantly
related to frustration over insufficient pay and a job
which takes too much time. The LC group was not without its
own frustrations due to the many bureaucratic hassles. On
the side of satisfaction, the LC group generally enjoyed the
substance of their work, while the HC group enjoyed the
freedom which their work allowed them. The results for job
task satisfaction and job relayed moods showed consistent
dissatisfaction within the HC group, while the results for
job environment satisfaction were not significant. In
general, then, the HC group fared less well in regard to
job pressures. It is not a complete surprise considering
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Table 17
or^or.^
WITHIN GROUP PERCENTAGES OF LC AND HP
(N= 165)
PASSED BOARDS
RESPONSIBILITY
FOR SUPERVIS-
ING INTERNS
INVOLVED EX-
CLUSIVELY IN
PRIVATE PRACTICE
HOSPITAL ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE DUTIES
LOCATION OF
PRACTICE (CITY)
PRESTIGE OF
SPECIALTY
COMPLETED
TRAINING
NUMBER OF
LEVELS TO THE
TOP
NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES
OWNER, CEO,
OR PRESIDENT
OF A MILLION
DOLLAR FIRM
TENURE
LOW CONGRUITY HIGH CONGRUITY
86.66
75. 0
6.25
56.25
30.77
66.70
71.43
50.0
53.84
90.0
25.0
9.09
9.09
87,50
55. 50
30.0
50.0
46.15
CHI-SQUARE
(PROB.
)
n. s
.
.01
n . s
.01
.01
n . s
.05
n. s
n. s
23.0
15.79
13.30
7. 14
n . s
n . s
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Table 17
(continued;
LOW CONGRUITY HIGH CONGRUITY
ACADEMIC RANK
PRESTIGE OF
DEPARTMENT
WORK ALONE
OR JOINTLY
NO. OF LAWYERS
WITH WHOM SHARE
DUTIES
NO. OF
SENIOR PTNRS.
NO. OF
JUNIOR PTNRS.
TYPE OF FIRM
OR EMPLOYMENT
JOB ORIENTA-
TION/PUBLIC
OR PRIVATE
DOES FAMILY LAW
DOES ESTATE LAW
DOES CORPORATE LAW
DUTIES ARE YOUR
SOLE RESPONSIBILITY
DOES PRO-BONO WORK
DOES LEGAL CONSULTING
28.57
28.57
63.63
41. 66
75.0
60.0
45.7
82.10
17.64
12.50
61.11
33.30
15. 0
17.65
20.0
37.50
14.28
57.14
71.40
66.0
38.7
91.50
50.0
55.50
12.50
50.0
50.0 .05
25.0
CHI-SQUARE
(PROB
.
)
n . s
.
n. s
.05
n. s
n . s
.
n . s
n . s
n. s.
.001
. 05
.05
n. s
.
n . s
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Table 17
(continued)
LOW CONGRUITY HIGH CONGRUITY CHI-SQUARE
(PROS
.
)
YEARS AT PRESENT
JOB (3-11)
WILL YOU STAY
FOR THE NEXT
FIVE YEARS
INCOME ABOVE 15K
ENJOY SUBSTANCE
OF THE WORK
GOOD RELATIONS
WITH CO-WORKERS
EXCELLENT OPPOR-
TUNITY FOR AD-
VANCEMENT
EXCELLENT PAY
WORK NOT TOO
DEMANDING OF FREE
TIME
WORK FOR SOCIAL-
MORAL IDEALS
FEELING OF AC-
COMPLISHMENT
WORK IS BORING
POOR RELATIONS
WITH CO-WORKERS
BUREAUCRATIC HASSLES
INABILITY TO REACH
EXCELLENCE
55.17
50.70
59.40
68.24
10.0
3.61
9.52
5.95
15.48
27.38
15.12
2. 40
53.41
19f 60
49.05
39.30
44.10
62.26
21.0
3. 92
7.84
3. 92
13.72
15.68
10.0
6.0
35.71
14. 0
n.s.
n. s
.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
.05
n.s.
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Table 17
(continued)
LOW CONGRUITY HIGH CONGRUITY CHI-SQUARE
(PROS.
)
WORK TAKES TOO
MUCH TIME
PAY INADEQUATE
LACK OF TALENT
TO DO WORK
WORK NOT IN
AREA OF INTEREST
WOULD RATHER
BE DOING SOME-
THING ELSE
WORK TOO
COMPETITIVE
JOB INSECURITY
WORK ALLOWS LOTS
OF FREEDOM
WORK A CHALLENGE
GREATEST USE OF
SKILLS
WORK MAKES UN-
REASONABLE DEMANDS
SUFFICIENT AUTHORITY
DOING WHAT I DO BEST
WORK IS INTERESTING
SOCIAL ENVIRON-
MENT IS GOOD
17.40
4.50
1.16
8.13
16.28
2. 23
1.16
13.64
32.94
17.85
56.0
90.80
81.05
96. 98
80.61
34.0
14.20
6.0
2.0
8.0
0
2.0
27.12
30.77
19.60
42. 60
86.80
85.40
91. 90
82.85
.05
. 05
n. s
.
n . s
n . s
n . s
n. s
.05
n. s
n. s
n. s
n . s
.
n . s
n . s
n. s
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Table 17
(continued)
LOW CONGRUITY HIGH CONGRUITY CHI-SQUARE
(PROS
. )
BORED 71.71 75.79
n. s
.
n. s
n. s
n. s
n. s
LEAVE WORK EACH
DAY WITH A GOOD
FEELING 69.38 74.19
OVERALL SATISFACTION 76.76 76.27
OVERALL FRUSTRATION 64.95 65.52
GOOD INCOME 46.94 41.94
TOP OF THE WORLD 46.94 50 82
FEELING v..o^
ANGER AT SOMETHING
WHICH DOESN'T
USUALLY BOTHER YOU 82.82 82.25
PARTICULARLY EX-
CITED OR INTERESTED
IN SOMETHING 84.84 77.38 n.s
DEPRESSED OR UNHAPPY 85.85 75.76
.01
PLEASED ABOUT
HAVING ACCOMPLISHED
SOMETHING 81.81 80.95
n . s
n . s
n . s
PROUD AT BEING
COMPLIMENTED 41.41 41.91 n.s
MORE TO DO THAN
THERE WAS TIME 49.49 70.93 .05
COULDN'T DO SOME-
THING BECAUSE YOU
JUST COULDN'T GET
STARTED 71.71 69.34 n.s,
the information presented on this group in Hypothesis III.
They gave the impression of being somewhat less drawn toward
people and less successful (other than lawyers) than the LC
group. one wonders if their sense of dissatisfaction emanates
from their inability to attain goals and expectations which
they feel internal and external pressure to meet. Perhaps
they are as aggressive and able as the LC group but lack
the important interpersonal skills, which the LC group may
have learned in their particular family or peer environment.
The results do not corroborate studies by Morrow (1971),
Walsh et al. (1973), Williams (1967) and Brown (1968) who
support Holland's contention that congruent personality-
environments are associated with satisfaction. The results
of Hypothesis IV, however, do not corroborate earlier research
by Crites (1969). Hughes (1972) and Livent (1971). Addition-
al research by Kerlin (1975) who tested a hypothesis about
personality and job congruity, and job satisfaction with an
employed sample (N= 66) with negative results is also cor-
roborated. A most thoughful work in the area of congruity
and satisfaction is by Holland (1968) who suggests two
theoretical rules: individuals tend to be more satisfied the
more closely they resemble the dominant pressure in the
environment and individuals will probably report more sat-
isfaction in environments that exhibit heterogeneous profiles.
Assuming Holland; s validity, conversely, the most dissat-
isfied person within an environment with a homogeneous dis-
tribution of types and resembles the least dominant pressure
within that profile. While Holland's idea bears consideration,
it is also true in the fields of business, law, medicine and
college teaching that the most consistent influences one must
deal with are those of the varieties of individuals with
which one comes into contact. One must have the ability to
assume a flexibility of roles and approaches to people while
also maintaining a consistent attitude toward the profession.
Because of the LC group's loose association of FE and P,
along with qualities mentioned in earlier studies by Roe,
this group may approach work differently and feel less frus-
trated by its pressures.
Super's (1957) conception of job dsssatisfaction has to
do with role expectation within an occupation and the oppor-
tunity for self-expression within that expectation. As one
aspires to assume a particular occupational role, based upon
one's needs and values, that role playing becomes a means to
self-realization and self-exploration. Dissatisfaction is
apparent when role expectation is different from role aspira-
tion. In such cases a person must adapt his/her needs to
the requirements of the job or leave to avoid frustration.
Past research has shown that those who expected to play
conflicting roles are anxious and ineffective. It is spec-
ulation as to whether LC persons are more adaptable to job
pressures and expectations than HC persons. Many occupations
.'S.-uch as business, law and teaching can be filled by people
in a variety of personality patterns, even though each oc-
cupation carries different role expectation. As mentioned
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earlier, a highly organized structure like medicine can b
a source of conflicting roles for its members. The need for
self-expression always exists, regardless of the degree of
structure or conflicts, whenever the individual finds within
work an outlet for abilities, needs and interests and can
assume their appropriate role expectation. These factors,
however, are SES related with thir importance for self-ex-
pression a factor in higher income levels.
Based upon the previous discussion, the HC group pre-
sents a paradoxical question: How can one enjoy the free-
dom associated with the work while also feeling depressed
about work where there is too much to do, takes too much
time and does not pay enough. The statement is reminiscent
of an individual in the early stages of an occupation, where
the emotional rewards outweigh the material ones. The LC
group is farther along in their careers, with presumably
more opportunity to experience both the emotional and ma-
terial rewards of a particular profession. The HC group
states that they enjoy the freedom within their work (and
presumably the role) buy, as speculated in the earlier por-
tion of the Hypothesis IV discussion, this group may not
have the interpersonal facility or adaptability of the LC
group and, therefore, experience more job related frustration
and unhappiness.
Finding satisfaction in the work world is sometimes
largely a matter of social and family adjustment for both
HC and LC groups. Those who have difficulty in structured
101authority relationships, especially the new worker just
comxng fro. the freedom of a campus or permissive home
Often encounter personality conflicts on the :ob. This is
often more true for the four professions discussed in the
study than for the skilled worker. Individuals in the
early stages of training and career feel a sense of flounder-
ing in the trial work period. Because of a variety of
intervening factors, it is difficult to speculate about
reasons for job dissatisfaction eithin the individual.
However, as one becomes more accustomed to co-workers,
authority, family and the community the role which one is
expected ti take and the needs which one hopes will be met
are more evident. There is a substantial correlation be-
tween overall job satisfaction and the degree to which a
particular individual's two strongest needs are satisfied
by the job (Schaffer, 1953). Therefore, Roe (1956) anf
Super (1957) have us keep in mind that needs, values, expec-
tations, and satisfactions tend to be family derived and that
gratification in our lives constitutes, in general acceptance
of the family value system.
Table 17 summarizes the relationships between satisfac-
tion and FE/P congruity.
Hypothesis V
The results of the study do not support a relationship
between vocational stability and FE/P congruity. The question
posed sought information on how long one has been at the
present job, plans to stay on for the next five years, an/"'
ideas for other job options. The information only hints
that HC persons are less likely to stay on the same job
for the next five years. This, of course, is explained by
the faot that many more of this group are still in professional
training. Additional information gathered frompersual of
the questionnaires also hints that those who do not plan
to stay in the same job do expect to remain in the same
general field but at a more advanced level. This in itself
may be considered a sign of vocational stability when defined
an orderly and progressive advancement, though there is no
data from this study on which to base this information.
Stability as it is measured in this study may not have given
an adequate representation of the variable. Since they are
all in the early stages of a career, it may be taken as a
positive sign that no group expects to remain at the same
level for the next five years. They expect to move to a.
hgiher position within that field, though they may have
been at the present job for less than three years.
Super (1957) might, therefore, consider the non-signif-
icant results evidence of career development with mobility
necessary for increased stability in later years. He
cites an early work which shows that the 20-35 age period
is characterized by an average of 5 years per job and
another in which college men under 30 had held 2 1/2 jobs
for every job held by men over 40. Several studies maintained
that stability is evidenced by orderly job changes within the
sa»e Holland category (Nafzinger, 1973; Walsh, 1973; MeLaJun
1974; Naf.inger, 1974; andcott et al., 1974) The evidence
from Hypothesis V shows that both EC and LC groups strive
for job advancement which necessitates job mobility at
least in the early stages of their career.
Table 17 summarizes the relationship between stability
and FE/P congruity.
CHAPTER VI
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
Limitations of the Samp le
Several considerations are to be made in interpreting
the results of this study. First, the fact that the study
contained only Harvard College graduates and, therefore,
a truncated sample, may explain the uneven category distri-
bution of the sample in each of the six personality and
environmental types. It is to be expected that since people
have come from and are presently in a strongly intellectual,
financially secure and fiercely competitive atmosphere, they
would be more widely represented in the Investigative and
Enterprising areas. The sample distribution, though, is not
totally atypical of that used in past studies on Holland's
theory as it relates to a college population. Second, stu-
dents' expressed vocational interests and family environment
were coded according to two-letter code designations; however,
only the primary typology of each is used for the analysis
of environment and personality (FE/P) congruity. It was
felt that if prediction were likely, it would lie most prob-
ably within primary typologies. In addition, Holland (1973)
and others have written at some length on the difficulties
in interpreting the secondary typology. Therefore, Holland's
two-letter code is used in the latter parts of the study on
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105FE/P oongruity but not in Hypothesis I which was concerned
With correspondence of FE to P. Finally, the small N in
some categories, most notably c and R, limits the generali-
-bility Of the findings. Holland's preference is literally
toward a cast of thousands in studies of this sort to in-
crease the likelihood of large cell N.
Limitations of the Theory
More to the core of the issues considered in this study
are those having to do with the limitations of Holland's
theory. Research based on the theory tends to support the
existence of personality types and environmental models,
and though his research and that of others suggest a devel-
opmental relationship between personality orientation and
family environment, Holland and later researchers have had
difficulty explicating and substantiating those relation-
ships in this area. Another limitation of the study men-
tioned by Holland (1966) himself, is that it has yet to con-
tribute to the study of individual change and learning. it
is understood that types of people tend to vary in their
sensitivity to environmental pressures. What is absent from
his theory is information on the exact nature and processes
of these changes. Further, the theory explains little about
the underlying process of personality development. By ex-
cluding its discussion, Holland tells us that these areas of
investigation are not his style. The theory was not formu-
lated including these more analytic areas and he has clearly
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occu-
left it to the more investigative researcher to do
Therefore, it is not a question of his being unable to
identify the developmental processes of personal orienta-
tion. Holland's energies focus on the whole of the func-
tioning being, not on its parts. His theory, however, is
no less rigorous. The ordering of his six types around
the perimeter of a hexagon, one type at each corner, is
deceptively simple; yet it is a major conceptual contribu-
tion. AS is his use of the same descriptive terms for
pational environments and his typology of people. He points
out that environments are characterized by the people who
occupy them. Furthermore, in his attempts to explain a
wide variety of behavior, Holland has laid out his hypotheses
in a form that can be continually tested. His measuring tech
niques are simple, with as Campbell (1974) terms it, "no
statistical pizzazz, no K-correlations
, no validity scales,
not even percentiles or standard scores." However, Campbell
was impressed enough with Holland's style and theory to
revamp the SVIB to include a profile arrangement based on
the Holland theory.
Statistical Limitations
This discussion on Holland and his theory quite natu-
rally focuses attention on the statistical limitations of
the study. This research sought to follow Holland, not only
in theory but also in statistical style. The chi-square.
t-tests and multiple regression analyses used in this study
seem to suffice for the ta=:V tio= cn sk, use of more sophisticated
measures might be labeled overkill of
.flashy.. review-
ing past and present research utilising the theory, similar
If not identical statistical analyses are used and, after
conferring with statisticians, i feel that this was the best
Choice for the work to be done.
Limitations of the Variables
An important limitation of the study has to do with the
factors constituting family environment. There have been no
consistent or specific rules laid down in the past delineating
the factors which form an important environment. Several
investigators have guessed at the salient factors but none
has sought to quantify or validate a set of qualitative
measures. " Those used in this study may not have been the
best. Perhaps something other than FE is important. it
is likely that the physical environment and models portrayed
by the family members (examined here) must remain or are
secondary to the individual's psychological environment and
level of family adjustment during the formative infant, child-
hood and adolescent years. This is Roe's (1956) contention,
though validation has been difficult.
In addition to the limitations of the specific measure-
ment of FE, other factors affecting its relationship to the
outcome variables are those of intervening variables and the
xntervenin, developmental processes. These hamper the abil-
ity Of ana P to have a stron, association with vocational
Choice, achievement, satisfaction and stability since a
great deal can happen over the fourteen year time span of
the study to Influence each.
The FE/P congrulty measure also does not capture the
quality Of Interaction between family members or whether the
Child is a passive or active participant within the family.
It approaches a static measure devoid of role relationships
and Change. This limitation is not of Holland's theory,
since he circumvents interaction In his assumptions of fam-
ily environment by defining It as parents' attitudes, occu-
pation and personality.
CHAPTER VII
IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
Holland.s theory of vocational development was intenaed
as a particular case of personality theory, xts practical
implications are widespread. Those which concern us here
are those related to therapeutic practice and vocational
Planning. The specific focus is on factors of vocational
behavior and their relationship to FE/P congruity. since
the outcomes of vocational behavior for high and low congru-
ity differ vis a vis vocational satisfaction and achievement,
xt can be assumed that high and low congruity groups differ
in their early childhood development, life style, need grati-
fication, and later life expectations. Understanding and
utilizing these differences in clinical practice not only
may enhance the work of the therapist, but also may act as
a stimulus for developing empirically informed hypotheses
about the person and the systematic way in which that person
may handle transference issues. HC persons may, in some
cases, be less stable than LC persons, based upon their high
need achievement and low satisfaction. The results elicited
a factor profile of the LC person as one who is highly moti-
vated, aggressive and continually striving to the heights
of his/her profession. The HC group does not carry with it
the sense of personal satisfaction, which is more descriptive
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of the LC group. 110
Knowledge of the level of Personality-environment
congruity
.ay also give information on reaction to specific
treatment environments, with the above information at hand
the study is useful in determining the nature of therapeutic
treatment for each group, r and c types who are HC may re-
spond best to a more directive behavioral treatment because
Of their need for structure and hesitancy toward insight
and introspective techniques. R and c types who are LC may
be willing to try individual or couples therapy, s or E
types Who are HC would probably respond better to group or
sensitivity training because of their orientation toward
people. The LC S or E type would be expected to express
some intellectual reservations or perhaps a lack of some
exhibitionistic qualities that the HC S or E types might
express. The I and A types might seem like poor prospects
for individual treatment because of certain intellectual
resistances and may respond better to family treatment where
there might be more trust among members and less of a need
for control and exhibitionism. However, LC I and A types
may respond well to both individual and group treatment.
These generalizations may also be useful in the early train-
ing of psychologists and psychiatrists who may be more com-
fortable and more effective in an environment not unlike them-
selves. These beginning clinicians may find some self-assessment
useful in the early part of training. None of the above is
meant to suaaest c;r^or-n -f-; ^ ^ . HIgg specific techniques for therapists. How-
ever, It is possible that actual techniques could h»X4 be suggested
when more is written about the development.! oc x al process of spe-
cific types Of high and low congruity individuals.
Another area in which the results
.ay prove useful is
understanding the degree to which certain types and their
level of congruity are ™ore susceptible to change and environ-
mental pressure than others ^wn . High congruity S, E and C
types possess the highest potential for change (Holland. 1973,
under his assumption, an individual's level of congruity
.ust
be considered before a decision can be made about one's
openness to change. Such variability in change potential
among types might be a factor in aiding the study of the im-
pact of different environments (family, peers, college, work)
particularly if the environment is dominated by certain types
with a particular level of congruity. Holland (1968) writes
of this similar point in his study of person-environment
congruity and satisfaction.
Because environments have different kinds of built-in
expectations, tasks, interpersonal relationships and rewards
for behavior, they tend to affect satisfaction, motivation,
achievement and personal stability in different ways. The
addition of the congruity factor may serve to moderate and
even change some of Holland's assumptions of behavior within
the environments. As evidenced from the results, the LC
group, which is similar to creative individuals is, as a whole.
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sub-
»ore successful, enters
.ore prestigious professional
specialties and is „ore satisfied with the.r job. while
expressing frustration at an area in which their interper-
sonal Skills are of little help-bureaucratic hassles. The
difficult to assume. The results of the study i.pi,
.ost
.^Portantly then that perhaps Holland. s assumptions of the
outcome of a congruent environment and personality are more
true for the average individual than the outstanding or
eminent person, and that creativity may flourish in a family
Which not only encourages but also supports risk-tak.ng and
autonomy.
Finally, Holland (1973) noted a relationship of the
order of personality type to vocational type. The practi-
cal implication of this is that when there is evidence of
low congruity between personality and occupation and low
productivity, one might consider the possibility of an inter-
view and standard test battery or rely heavily on the subjec-
tive tests (TAT, Rorschach, Sentence Completion) to gain in-
sight into questions of childhood development and interpersonal
relationships. This is so that the therapist can identify
alternative therapeutic goals in helping to change the indi-
vidual's particular lifestyle. There is, of course, a need
for a systematic identification of specific behaviors associ-
ated with each pairing of type and model environment. This
last point also has implications for personnel planning and
individual career planning.
CHAPTER VIII
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Research in the area of environment and personality
interaction is somewhat limited. No one has attempted to
measure FE/P congruity, though similar studies have been
done utilizing the school environment. m terms of family
interactions and resulting need satisfaction whose outlet
is in vocational choice, future research might hypothesize
whether need satisfaction is always family derived. This
study has consistently concluded that there is more than
one type of environment which influences needs and later
vocational behavior. One source, of course, is from the fam-
ily organization or its lack, adjustment and interaction.
Other sources may arise from one's interaction with the
larger environment of peers, school counselors and their
encouragements, expectations and discouragements, geographic
locale, non-intellectual opportunities, physical and heredity
factors, and past successes and competencies. The question
of which influence is stronger asks which needs are stronger.
MasloWs (1938) theory states that higher order needs cannot
be taken care of until lower order needs are relatively well
satisfied. it is true with vocational behavior. The inten-
sity and organization of unconscious needs established in
early childhood are the major determinants of the field (s)
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to Which the person wiu appl, hiVhe.seX, ana the ae.ree of
motivation as expressed in acco.plish.ent
,Hoe, X956, :tis eviaent that the needs arising
,a.ii, interaction
rather than the larger environment are first to .e satisfied
What occupational for.
.i,,t that need satisfaction assume.
This last statement, i believe, has its resolution in one's
assessment of the larger environment. Por example, the famil,-
derived need for affiliation and nurturance can ta.e several
forms in vocational choice. The particular form may have
to do with one's additional higher order needs for Instance,
Of recognition and importance, moderated by SES and culture.
With this in mind, one may choose to pursue a career as a
lawyer, telephone operator, biologist or musician, to name
a few. Each of these occupations has in common its insistence
on personal contact (affiliation and nurturance)
. They differ
in their acceptance by culture, occupational level, intelli-
gence, self-evaluation and environment (Holland, 1959).
Therefore, ao we generally look for socially acceptable out-
lets for unconscious neeas through a combination of higher
order neeas ana cultural assessment? Future research might
investigate this notion that vocational typology gives an
indication of the inaividuaVs primary ana secondary needs
and the ways in which one decides to encounter the environ-
ment. The idea, however, is especially intriguing as it may
elicit a clearer pipeline to information on personality theory
and development. There have been no studies to support these
iaeas, though several researchers are perhaps of a similar
orientation (Ma.low, 1954,- Hoe. 1956; Nach.a„. i960,
'
Another area for f.tu.e research focuses on an inherent
problem in studies involving parental at^,^ ^y titudes and family
adjustment. This is the use of the retrospective technique
rive studies to support Hoe's research on childhood determi-
nants of vocational choice have generally failed ,Origg, 1939.
Hagen, 1960; Otton, 196.; Swit.er ^ ^. . , ^^^^^^^
1962). Hach report the weakness of the technique,
^ttarian
(1973) supports this use of recollectionj:fcicoiiection as an accurate pre-
diction of one's basic life style and attitn.^. f^ xc d a tude framework.
The present research sought to depart from these previous
studies.
„y intent was not to specify early determinants of
vocational behavior and vocational development through retro-
spective reports but, rather, to hypothesize a relationship
Of the effects of family and environmental interaction on
the individual and through theories of development psychology
understand its salience. This same view is taken by Koffka
(1935), Adler (1939), Holland (1959), o'Hara and Tiedeman
(1959), and Crites (1969) who view personality theory in the
context of the outcomes of behavior and as the actions of the
individual within the present environment, preferring not to
interpret analytically. This is the structural or holistic
orientation. This view translates to the daily problems
faced by clinicians. They are shown outcomes of maladaptive
behaviors and unfulfilled relationships and seek to understand
its importance in a person's life so that one may later func-
tion more effectively. m understanding vocational development.
the above orien-i-;^i-i r^r,
-ntatxon „ay p.ove to be the ™ost practical begir
ning. ^
There is an acute nepd f-or- ^4. j-r e studies which clarify the
meaning and elements of a Dari-io,n =r p t cular environment by way ofdefining its influences such as si.e, co.plexit, ana power-
and its factors.
^ consensus of types is not sufficient in
tests Of environmental hypotheses. Once these additional
factors are understood, studies can be carried out on the
process of change in relation to the above influences and
factors, and its effects on personality and role expectations.
Thxs
.s not to suggest a formula for making personnel, re-
cruitment, vocational or therapeutic treatment decisions,
but rather, to gain more complete understanding of develop-
mental theory and the ways in which that knowledge may be
useful. Future research should amend Holland's weakness
which focused more on stability than on the process of
change. Further research on change and the environment would
help clinicians in treatment of regional, cultural or foreign
born clients. Understanding the environmental influences
assures that one will understand the culture and be better
able to treat the person or family. Clinicians may realize
that within a particular environment the problems often relate
to adjustment within or from one environment to another. The
additional knowledge of environmental factors and their mean-
ing may moderate or perhaps change some existing theories of
personality development. Roe, for instance, may find that
needs which were previously considered derived from parental
With
pres-
^nfluences, „ay a.tuaU, a.ise f.o™ Xa.,e versus s.aix
1-s or school ana teacher ae.ands.
.he importance of know-
ledge Of the environment should not be underestimated
that knowledge comes the ability to predict behavioral
sure and control certain environments.
Environmental understanding may also be useful to the
individual in developing one.s awareness of needs and personal
expectations as they relate to making interpersonal and job
decisions. For example, Proctor and Gamble, IBM, the Bell
system, and in general Japanese-run companies like Mashushito
are understood to be nurturant but very demanding in terms
Of their orientation toward employees. This type of environ-
ment may have positive or negative appeal depending on one's
personality, other organizations utilise a high level of job
related frustration, competition, and time constraints in order
to push people to produce. A person with low productivity
is forced out by the rules of this game. Examples of this
type are movie and television companies, stock brockerage
houses and university faculties, to name a few.
Perhaps, occupational environments could be assessed for
certain qualities much the same way as personalities are
assessed utilizing the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule.
Sparse research has been generated recently to assess the needs
and values of men vs. women in certain occupational environ-
ments. Additional work in this area may uncover information
on developmental reasons for high or low productivity, satis-
faction, achievement and vocational choice.
This study has hinted at characterological differences
Of LC and HC persons. xt has shown that while LC persons
are hxgh achieving, hc persons are
.ore dissatisfied. The
results also show that while FE/P congruity is not related
to occupational choice, HC persons do, in general, choose
more Slowly and choose less prestigious areas than do LC
persons. Validity studies of FE/P congruity are encouraged
to assure generalizability of the two groups. Information
on LC and HC groups may hold a wealth of knowledge on the
short and long term effects of environments on life style.
Research is also encouraged in the area of physiological
differences, ability to tolerate stress and whether one
group is more prone to what Friedman and Rosenman (1976)
term. Type A behavior.
CHAPTER IX
SUMT^ARY
es
se
General Statement
This research sought to compare a measure of family
environment (FE)
,
as defined by nine objective factors, to
personality (P) as measured by the SVIB. Previous studi
have been limited to academic or school environments. The
two variables were subsequently mathematically joined to
form a single dependent variable (FE/P) for later hypothesis
testing. This distribution of FE/P congruity was tested in
four hypotheses of vocational choice, achievement, satisfac-
tion and stability. The purpose of the study was to gain
access to information regarding the relationship of high and
low FE/P congruity in determining vocational behavior.
Method
The data, extracted from the larger Harvard Student Study,
was based upon a random sample of 17 3 students of the Harvard
College classes of 1964 and 1965 who completed a Student Back-
ground Questionnaire (1962), SVIB (1960), and Life Patterns
Questionnaire (1974). There were nine dimensions of FE:
father's occupation, organizations to which mother belongs,
organizations to which father belongs, mother's degree.
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father's
.e.ree, nu^er of books, „u».er of records. typeT
Of periodicals in the ho^e, and areas in which one .a. have
received ho.e instruction. They were grouped and weighted
reflecting the strength in importance to the quality of the
overall family environment. Independent judges, familiarized
With Holland's theory, assigned primary and secondary Holland
oodes to each factor. Their summation yielded an pe measure.
Personality, measured by the SVTRy -cne b lB, was summed in the same
way as FE providing that the st^nrl;,^^ oy lac rn andard score was at the mean
or above. Those below the mean were eliminated. fe/p con-
gruity is computed through an adaptation of the method pre-
viously used by Holland (1977) and Grotevant (1977), ranging
from 6-14 and varying from low to high.
Results
There was no support for the hypothesis that there is
a relationship between one's family environment and personality
Among types I, S, E, and A there were low percentages of direct
correspondence (38%, 30%, 20%, 15%, respectively). The addi-
tion of adjacent categories to each group raised correspondence
to only the chance level. The results clearly show that there
are stronger and more influential factors than those measured
within FE which affect P. Also, there may be influences on
P other than FE which must be researched.
There was no support for the hypothesis that there is
a relationship between career choice and the congruity of fam-
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the
)rs
irns
,
Lge
ily environment and personality, though not usually in
expectea direction. ;^on, businessmen, three factors were
related to the LC group-having high authority positions,
wording for large firms and owning or .eing chief executive
Of a million dollar or more a year firm. ;^ong professors,
all three factors were related to the LC group-high academic
rank, association with a department of high prestige and to
a lesser degree, having tenure. Among physicians, facto,
related to LC were responsibility for supervising inte:
hospital administrative duties, entering a high presti,
specialty, passing specialty boards, level of trainingand
choosing a practice in the suburbs. Factors related to HC
were increased involvement in private practice. The chi-
square corroborated most results. Among lawyers, only high
prestige "corporate laW and "working alone" were related
to LC. Family law, estate law, pro-bono work, having sole
responsibility for one's duties and private sector work were
related to HC. There was no significant relationship of in-
come to congruity, though the LC group was higher paid than
the HC group (p<.06).
There was some support for the hypothesis that there is
a relationship between vocational satisfaction and congruity
of family environment and personality. There were specific
sources of satisfaction and dissatisfaction which were predic-
tive of each group. On job task satisfaction bureaucratic
hassles were related to the LC group, while dissatisfaction
wxt. „o.. ta.in, too ti™e an.
.„a.e,.ate pa, „as .eXaL
to the HC ,.oup.
.hey were also „ore often
.ep.essea o. un-happy about a :ob where they felt there was too ™ch to do
The HC .roup was satisfied with the amount of freedo. which
their job Involved. Job environment satisfactionL r was not
found to be a predictor of congrulty.
There was no support for the hypothesis that there is
a relationship between career stability and congrulty o. fam-
ily environment and personality, though this may actually
have a positive implication since young adults should expect
to change jobs.
Discussion
The results do not support a relationship between one's
family environment and personality. The results of the find-
ings presume additional factors which cultivate one's needs
and interests. Types do not necessarily produce types. it
is not even apparent that they produce related types. Clearly,
the environment in which one is assessed has an influence on
personality types, to the extent of I and E personalities
flourishing in opposing environments. The results do not cor-
roborate Holland's (1973) research; however, it may have im-
plications to the use of the theory within a strongly intel-
lectual, financially secure and fiercely competitive sample.
It appears that there is a differential influence of each
parent, and it is not clear to what extent the study. is a
reflection of one parent or the other since the results imply
that additional r&se^^r-nh ^ 123necessary in defining the fac-
tors an. influences within the environment in or.er to under-
stand
.ore Of the process of change in personality develop-
ment
The results do not support a relationship between voca-
tional Choice and congruity of family and personality
Additional research
.ay help to clarify the relationship of
family adjustment and its presumed outcome in vocational
Choice. This information can hopefully translate to research
in individual development.
The results support an inverse relationship between
success and achievement and conaruii-v o-f • -,gru ty f family environment
and personality. The results for businessmen are in accord-
ance with Obtained non-significant results and unimpressive
results Of congruent patterns forecasting achievement. The
analyses plus information from Roe imply that highly, success-
ful or creative individuals have different developmental his-
tories and are not as well integrated as less successful ones.
This information may prove helpful in later research on LC
persons. With regard to college professors, the I,S vocational
type associated with the field of teaching is assumed to have
importance for LC groups because of its quality of dogged per-
sistence even within an environment which may not strongly en-
courage or support its interests. The LC person may have taken
on additional characteristics of the FE, along with the I type
characteristics, in what previous researchers have assumed to
be not only a stable and supportive social climate, but one
Which also encourages and rewards ris.-taking. Success among
Physicians corroborated earlier research to the effect that
consistent patterns do not presume achievement. As far as
the three professions mentioned, LC persons seemed more
aggressively involved in their occupational community and
to have assumed greater facility with interpersonal relation-
ships. Further investigation may find it helpful to pursue
other positive influences of low FE/P congruity on vocational
development and the similarity of this group to creative or
eminent persons. since Holland's theory was validated on
the average population, his assumptions may not be true for
a truncated sample of highly motivated people. His theory,
however, does seem to differentiate environment-personality
groups even within this sample, though their congruity may
necessitate new assumptions. Factors which are predictive
of achievement for lawyers were related to both LC and HC.
The professional interests of the two groups lie in quite
different areas of law; however, both have sought to achieve
in an area which is concomitant with their needs and values.
Regardless of profession, neither low congruity nor high
congruity leads to functional inefficiency but rather the
predilection that the person may presume a particular role
expectation within that profession.
There was a near significant relationship between in-
come and congruity with the larger income associated with
the LC group.
The results support a relationship between factors ofjob satisfaction ana frustration an. con,ruit, of fairly
environment and personality, with the Hr nr-J-, n n C group expressing
Of :ob tas. satisfaction ana job .ooas were comparable, while
questions on job environment were, largely, not associated
wxth congruity.
.hough the HC group may be equally motivatea,
they are not as accomplishea and are more dissatisfied and
depressed than the LC group. Some literature notes the lac.
Of relationship of congruity to personality and job satisfac-
tion, super (1957) attributes job dissatisfaction to role
conflict, while Schaffer (1953) attributes satisfaction to
the degree to which one's two strongest needs are met. The
implication for job satisfaction is that it often is a mat-
ter of social and family adjustment for which the loose
association of FE and P may offer a more adequate preparation.
The results do not support a relationship of job sta-
bility to the congruity of family environment and personality
as measured in the study, but does hint at stability in the
sense that those who do change jobs still remain in the same
general field. Further, orderly job changes in the early
career are presumed to be a necessary factor of career devel-
opment.
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APPENDIX A
Personality Tyn^
The Realistic Type
The special heredity and experienrf^.^ •person lead to a preference fntltl I of the realistic
or therapeutic ^cSvT^il; Th^S/L^"^^"? ^<5"=^tional
deficit ir^^ci^i'a^fe^:c^?l=^L=Sp^L"^^!L!"^ '° '
posed to exhibit the following behavior: ^
1. He prefers realistic occupations of situations(for example, craftsman) in which he can engagein preferred activities and avoid the activitiesdemanded by social occupations or situations.
2. He uses realistic competencies to solve problems
at work and in other settings.
3. He perceives himself as having mechanical and
athletic ability and lacking ability in human
relations
.
4. He values concrete things or tangible personal
characteristics—money, power, status.
Because he possesses these preferences, competencies,
self
-perceptions, and values, the realistic person is apt to
show himself to be:
Self-effacing
Stable
Thrifty
Uninsightful
Uninvolved
The Investigative Type
The special heredity and experiences of the investigative
person lead to a preference for activities that entail the
observational, symbolic, systematic, and creative investi-
gation of physical, biological, and cultural phenomena in
order to understand and control such phenomena; and to an
aversion to persuasive, social, and repetitive activities.
Asocial (shy)
Conforming
Frank
Genuine
Masculine
Materialistic
Natural
Normal
Persistent
Practical
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These behavioral tendencies lead in turnof scientific and mathematical rnmL^ - ° acquisitionin persuasive competencies ^°"^Petencies and to a deficit
compete^?i^rannSte?es?s ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^posed to exhibit the foflowing behLio??"°" P^^^^^"
1. He prefers investigative occupations orsituations in which he can engage in hL
'
avofd'th^
activities and competencies andi e activities demanded by enter-prising occupations or situations.
^. He used investigative competencies tosolve problems at work and in other
settings
.
3. He perceives himself as scholarly, intel-lectually self-confident, having mathe-
in ability, and lackingleadership ability.
4. He values science.
Because he possesses these preferences, competenciesself
-perceptions, and values, the investigative person is'apt to show himself to be:
Analytical Introspective RationalCautious Introverted ReservedCritical Methodical Unassuming
Passive Unpopular
Independent Pessimistic
Intellectual Precise
The Artistic Type
The special heredity and experience of the artistic personlead to a preference for ambiguous, free, unsystematized
activities that entail the manipualtion of physical, verbal,
or human materials to create art forms or products, and to
an aversion to explicit, systematic, and ordered activities.These behavioral tendencies lead, in turn, to an acquisition
of artistic competencies— language, art, music, drama, writing-
and to a deficit m clerical or business system competencies.
This development of an artistic pattern of activities,
competencies, and interests creates a person who is predis-
posed to exhibit the following behavior:
1. He prefers artistic occupations or situations
in which he can engage in preferred activities
and competencies and avoid the activities
s^t^ations! occupations or
^'
TrnlT^ artistic competencies to solvep oblems at work and in other settings
oria?naT'"'%^'"'"'' expressive!"^'*
?ormtna '-T^^^^^^' f^^i^ine, nonion-
nr^Si?^' i^'^^^^P^^^^^^' independent, dis-
artistic and musical
self-p'™?iSL^---,j:;^- ?hl^:rSS?I; competencies,to show himself to be: artistic person is apt
D?sorder?f
Imaginative Intuitive
Emo?ionai^
Impractical Nonconforming£^motio l Impulsive OriginalFeminine Independent
^^^gm
Idealistic Introspective
The Social Type
The special heredity and experiences of the socialperson lead to a preference for activities that en?an \ho
^nK""'"" f train''deve?op!"cure,'o?
activities ^^^l^^^ ----^ion
to explicit, ordered!
' systeria?!
tllll'^^^^^,
involving materials, tools, or machines. These
l^tZ ^^J^^''^^''''^^^ ^^^^ to an acquisition of
^^"""^ competencies such as interpersonal and
till T ^°"^P^tencies and to a deficit in manual andtechnical competencies.
This development of a social pattern of activities,
competencies, and interests creates a person who is predisposed to exhibit the following behavior:
1. He prefers social occupations and situations
in which he can engage in his preferred
activities and competencies and avoid the
activities demanded by realistic occupations
and situations.
2. He uses social competencies to solve problems
at work and in other settings.
3. He perceives himself as liking to help others,
understanding of others, having teaching
ability, and lacking mechanical and scientific
ability.
4. He values social and ethical activities and
problems
.
Because he possesses these preference., nr.^If
-perceptions, and values the soo?^? ' ^^'^ow himself h^. ' cial person i
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se
sh to be
Ascendant
Cooperative
Feminine
Friendly
Generous
etencies
,
s apt to
Helpful
Idealistic
Insightful
King
Persuasive
Responsible
Sociable
Tactful
Understanding
The Enterprising Type
,.rsol\Tlt'l P-le^^Lr^ofIc^i:;?!L°fH^!l^ enterprising
manipulation of others tn ti-l^^ r. ^ -^^^^ entail the
1. He prefers enterprising occupations or
situations in which he can engage in hispreferred activities and avoid the
activities demanded by investigative
occupations or situations.
2. He uses enterprising competencies to solveproblems at work and in other situations
3. He perceives himself as aggressive, popular,
self-confident, sociable, possessing leader-
ship and speaking abilities, and lacking
scientific ability.
4. He values political and economic achievement.
Because he possesses these preferences, competencies,
self
-perceptions, and values, the enterprising person is aptto show himself to be:
Acquisitive Domineering Optimistic
Adventurous Energetic Pleasure-seeking
Ambitious Exhibitionistic Self-confident
Argumentative Flirtatious Sociable
Dependent Impulsive Talkative
The Conventional Type
The special heredity and experiences of the conventional
keeping records, filina m^i-^-ri 1 . data, such as
ce^s^nf^acL'ne; ZTtllll ^"^----'^i-s aL'da?a pro-
^r?ur?^^iraS^si:i^i:-of^^! -"^^^
This development of a conventional pattern of acti vi i-^ occompetencies and interests creates a peLon who is pred^s-
'
posed to exhibit the following behavior:
P i
1. He prefers conventional occupations or
situations in which he can engage in hispreferred activities and avoid the
activities demanded by artistic occupa-
tions or situations.
2. He uses conventional competencies to solve
problems at work and in other situations.
3. He perceives himself as conforming,
orderly, and as having clerical and
numerical ability.
4. He values business and economic
achievement
.
Because he possesses these preferences, competencies,
self-perceptions, and values, the conventional person is aptto show himself to be:
Conforming Inhibited Prudish
Conscientious Obedient Self-controlled (calm)
Defensive Orderly Unimaginative
Efficient Persistent
Inflexible Practical
MODEL ENVIRONMENTS
The Realistic Environment
The realistic environment is characterized by the
dominance of environmental demands and opportunities that
entail the explicit, ordered, or systematic manipulation
of objects, tools, machines, and animals, and by a population
dominated by realistic types. These demands, opportunities,
and realistic people create a characteristic atmosphere that
operates in the following way:
T . 140
-L- It Stimulates people to Dprfr,r-m v^^i • ^-
such as using machines and tooTs activities
PeopL'b:co™'^' experiences lead to a secondary effect.
vL^tionaff^^^L^c^^s!^^^^^^'^- ^^^^^^^^
^'
''ShT.h''^^^''''^'^
realistic occupations and roles in
activities!
^^"^ themselves in realistic
^*
simolflir^..'"''^'''^ r^^^ ^^^^ 1^^^^ insteadmple, direct, masculine coping methods.
People acquire, or are reinforced in these traits - they are:
Conforming Normal Stable
Frank Persistant Thrifty
Genuine Practical Uninsightful
Unmvolved Shy ?Icisculine
Materialistic Self-effacing
The Investigative Environment
The investigative environment is characterized by thedominance of environmental demands and opportunities that en-tail the observation and symbolic, systematic, creativeinvestigation of physical, biological or cultural phenomena,
and by a population dominated by investigative types. Thesedemands, opportunities and investigative people create a char-
acteristic atmosphere that operates to produce the following
outcomes
:
1. It stimulates people to perform investigative activities
2. It encourages scientific competencies and achievements.
3. It encourages people to see themselves as scholarly
as having mathematical and scientific ability, and as
lacking in leadership ability: it encourages them to
see the world in complex, abstract, independent, ori-
ginal ways
.
4. It rewards people for the display of scientific values.
These environmental experiences lead to secondary effects.
People become:
1. More susceptible, theoretical and analytic influences.
2. More attracted to investigative occupations and roles
in which they can express themselves in investigative
ways.
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analytic
People acquire, or are reinforced in these traits - they are:
critical ITttlllTsl'
•^""^o^s Methodical Rational
Independent Passive Reservesoox Unassuminq
Pessimistic Unpopular
The Artistic Environment
aucrs, and by the dominance of artistic i-vnf^<= i r. 4->,^ ^j- pi-uThese demands, opportunities, and art^sti^^^^LpL cre^^rr^"""'
Jng^^utcom^^r ^^^^ - pro^diL^thflo?low-
2' II
^;^^!^^l^t^\P^°Ple to engage in artistic activities2. t fosters artistic competencies and achievements.
^^2^^^ ^° themselves as non-conform-ing, and independent. it encourages non-convention-
al and inflexible ways.
4. It rewards people for their display of artictic values.
People^Sre^''""'^''^^^
experiences lead to secondary effects.
1. More susceptible to influence.
2. More attracted to artistic occupations and rolesm which they can express themselves.
3. More likely to cope in unconventional ways.
People acquire or are reinforced in traits as:
Complicated Impulsive Intuitive
Disordered Impractical Non-conforming
Emotional Independent Original
Idealistic
The Social Environment
The social environment is characterized by the environmental
demands and opportunities that entail the manipulation of
others to inform, train and develop. They create a character-
istic atmosphere that produces the following goals:
1. It stimulates people to engage in social activities.
2. It fosters social competencies.
It encourages people to see themselves as cooperative
and to see the world in flexible ways.
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Le are:
4. It rewards people for the display of social value-
These environmental forces have secondary effects. PeopK
2: Mori ItJra^teS'^ ^° h^-nitarian influences.
3. Zll aSt"rc^o^er:?r:id°Sr?rJ^nSly^"^
People acquire or are reinforced in these traits:
.
Cooperative Helpful ResponsibleGenerous Idealistic TactfulFeminine Pursuasive Social
The Enterprising Environment
The enterprising environment is characterized hv th^dominance of demands and opportunities that enJai? the
Tn^i^'f "^"^^^ ^° organiza^lona^ or se!f-i terest goals. They produce the following goals and outcomes
"elding'p^o^ir"'' activities such as selling or
2. It fosters enterprising achievements.
3. It encourages people to see the world in terms ofpower and status.
4. It rewards enterprising values.
People acquire or are reinforced in these traits:
Acquisitive Dependent Impulsive
Adventurous Sociable Self-confident
Energetic Energetic
Flirtatious
The Conventional Environment
The conventional environment is characterized by the dom-inance of demands that entail the systematic manipulation ofdata, organizing materials and operating according to aprescribed plan.
It stimulate poeple to certain outcomes:
It encourages people to see the world in dependent, stero
typed ways.
It rewards conformity and conventional values.
In this environment people become:
More susceptible to materialistic influences
More attracted to conventional roles.
More prone to cope with others in controlling ways.
People in this environment acquire traits like:
Conforming
Defensive
Ef fecient
Inflexible
Inhibited
Orderly
Persistent
Practical
Prudich
Self-controlled
Unimaginative
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ypE PATTERNS QUESTIONNAIRE
Full name:
Current Background
Class
1. Please check any of the following professional or graduate programs that vouhave attended for one semester or longer : "
ma y
law school school of education
— hf.cJ" c' — graduate school; arts & sciencesbusiness school other:
2. What is the total amount of graduate education you have received' Please
specify either the number of years or the number of credits:
Years of graduate education Credits of graduate education
3. Please list any graduate or professional
degrees you have received:
(e.g. MA, JD, MO)
4. What are the names of the graduate or professional schools from which you
received these degrees?
1)
2)
5. Your present marital status (check where appropriate):
^single separated widowed
married divorced remarried
5a. If you are married, how long have you been married?
_______
6. Number, ages, and sexes of your children:
age sex
I have no children I have children who are:
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. Occupations
What is your present occupation'?
or d) below. OthervlsfsMplo qSes?[on 22 " °' ^'
a) If you are a college or university teacher :
Where do you teach?
Do you have tenure? Yes:
What is your exact academic title?
No:
.(college or university)
.(e.g. assistant prof.)
b) If you are a physician (M.D.):
Have you specialized or passed special boards? Yes
If you have specialized, what is your speciality?
No:
Do you have responsibility for supervising or teaching interns? Yes:
Are you exclusively involved in private practice? Yes:
Have you ever held a position on an administrative body
in a hospital or medical school? Yes
No:
No;
No:
c) If you are a lawyer-
^
—
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Do you engage primarily in private practice^ Yes-
described under question 20.) netting you work in, are
If you do any work for a orivatP fi«n «i
within the-finn: ^ ''^^ P^^^e describe your particular duties
Are these duties your resDornihiHt., j
with others?
p ns b lity alone, or do you work on them Jointly
work on then jointly:
_ „y responsibility alone-
_
(number of lawyers)
What is the number of: senior partners in your finn?
junoir partners in your firm?
d) If you are a businessman :
mi?nnn president, or director of a business grossing onemil lion dollars or more a year?
Yes: No:
Approximately how many employees does your firm have?
less than 100: 500-1,000: 5.000-10,000:
100-500: 1. 000-5, 000:~ 10.000+:
If you are an executive for a large finn (over 500 employees), how many
levels of authority are there between you and the president or chief
executive officer?
(For example: a district manager who reports to a vice-president who,
in turn, is responsible to the president, has 2 levels over him or her.)
Number of levels
Those of you who are not businessmen, lawyers, doctors, or collene teachers: AWAKE!
Now we resume with questions that are for ev&^yone.
How long have you worked at your present job? years
the^'ex^ll^e'^e^arf?" "-^ « P-sent position duV'fn,
Yes: No: Unsure:
If "no" or "unsure", can you briefly state what the alternatives
.i,ht be.
Approximately how much income did vou rprpiuo
Please chec. your incce cate,o;:;^?Kel^^rrs^a^: fn'Sn^f^,?!^'
0 to 5.0
5.0 -10.0
10.0-12.5
12.5-15.0
15.0-17.5
17.5-20.0
20.0-22.5
22.5-25.0
25.0-27.5
30-35
35-50
50+
!;s:bri^ane!ri^^JLC?e^";;s?%Liij5s!^^
a) Your work makes unreasonable demands
on your time,
b) fou have sufficient authority to do
your job properly.
c) Your work is intrinsically interesting.
d) The social environment at work is
pleasant.
e) The income you receive from your ,iob is
more than adequate compensation.
f) You have a chance to do what you do
best.
g) You leave work each day with good
feelings.
h) Your supervision is competent.
i) Your job measures up well to the sort
of job you wanted when you left college.
j) You have all the freedom you need to
do your job wel 1
.
k) Your achievements have been fullv
recognized by your co-workers.
1) You spend a lot of time at home, atter
hours, on job-related p''oblems.
very
true
1
somewhat
true
slightly
true
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
not
true
4
4 -
4
4
4
4
4
4
Deck 27 cent.
Co.l(s) Question
66-67
66
67
68
69
70-71
70
71
Code Content 149
Im 'p'^' ^^''y ^-"^-^SBQ 65-1, Part 11,10
(9=9 or more)Number of moves between cities
(9=9 or more)Number of moves within city
SBQ 6U-2, Part 11,11
SBQ 65-1, Part 11,11
-k Number of books in family home
0
1
2
3
k
None, don't know
1-25
26-50
51-100
101-200
201-500
501-1000
1001-2500
2501 or more
SBQ 6h-2; Part 11,12
SBQ 65-1, P^rt 11,12
-f Number of LP records in family home
0
8
None, don't know
I-10
II-20
21-30
31-50
51-100
101-200
201-500
501 or more
SBQ 6h-2, Part 11,13 FIELD
SBQ 65-1, Part 11,13
Magazines and periodicals received by
family
/no ^ M«<^A"llOS^ ^ ,{9=9 or morejNumber of,»periodicals received V>i |a,>A^v.v/
•^General characterization of periodicals
received~&g&r'ATTAeHED-CODfi
0 General—mass circulation
1 General—limited circulation
2 Sports and Hobby (leisure)
3 Prof., Tech., Business
h Literary
5 Artistic
6 Political
7 General Science
8 Hujnor-Girlie-Miscellaneous
9 Unassignable combinations
questions and would appreciairyoI^l^^ln'LLlHng'L^:'
ap"r^^kaJ::
^o^'r^frlyfnjL^^"^ ^''"^"^ ^'^^^ ^^-^^ nu.ber that best
very satisfying^
^ ^
,,,,,,,1 ^^^.^^^.^^
Please explain why you answered as you did:
b) Overall, how frustrating is your present job?
very frustrating
not at all frustrating
1 2 3 4 5
Please explain why you answered as you did:
IV. Organization
, Publications
, and Politics
27. Please list below an^ organizations in which you are, or have been, a member
since graduating from college; also indicate what offices, if any. you haveheld in these organizations. (Organizations include: any professional
, civicbusiness, political, social service, religious, charitabte. fraternal, or
recreational organizations.)
Life-st;^, Moods
. and Recent Changes
Where do you live? Check one from each list:
an apartment
a house you rent country
a house you own 1" ^ sm]] town
other: . 1" suburbs
— in an urban center
other:
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Yes, for vacation
for work:
for both:
If yes, how many times? (number of trips)
Do you own a summer home, cottage, or condominium in a ski resort? Yes:
No;
'
Another adjective list. But admit that it can be fun.
Choose^Vm:rI1ha:';Lr.^'"^""
characterize your current life-style?
relaxed
focused
orderly
wandering
responsible
tense
moderate
hip
in flux
settled
hard driving
sociable
enthusiastic
traditional
other:
isolated
Idiosyncratic
spontaneous
hectic
open
careful
expansive
The following is a list of different feelings or moods. For each, please circle
the number which indicates how often you've had that particular feeling within
the past week .
not at several
all once times often
a) On top of the world feeling. 1 2 3 4
b) Anger at something that doesn't usually
bother you. 1 2 3 4
c; You co.jldn't do somethina because you
just couldn't get started. 1 2 3 4
(cont,) Feelings and moods:
d) Particularly excited or interested in
something.
e) Depressed or very unhappy.
f) Pleased about having accomplished
something.
g) Bored,
h) Proud at being complemented about
something you did.
i) The feeling that you had more to do than
you could possibly get done
not at
1 once
2
2
2
2
2
2
several
times of
3
3
3
3
3
3
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en
finlijr^^; "t^^ consider to be the personal low points , or most distrubinaaspects of the past ten years? Why?
39. Now, including your college experience and the ten years since you've graduated,
what are the major events, people, and activities that you view as turning points
in your life? Why were they turning points?
APPENDIX C
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.
Code Content
SBQ tt-l, 17
^^^^
^^^^"^^ H^^^rd
154
Where from?
;
0 No
1 Yes, from my secondary school
2 Yes, from elsewhere
3 Yes, from both
Total number of friends entering Harvard
SBO Ik-l' IR
T^o yon know anybody entering Radcliffeoo^! Dp X, J.0 tj^3_g year?
1 No
2 Yes
onS ^^"^ ? ^^"^^ Father's educationSBQ 65-1, 19
Highest number years education completed
0 3 years high school, or fewer
1 h years high school
2 1 year college
3 2 years college
U 3 years college
5 ii years college
6 1 year graduate school
7 2 years graduate school
8 3 years graduate school
9 h years graduate school, or more
Highest academic degree obtained
0 Less than high school diploma
1 High school diploma
2 Junior college
3 Foreign high school
h American AB, BS, Phfl, etc.
5 Foreign AB, BS, PhB, etc.
6 American AM, MS, etc.
7 Foreign AM, MS, etc.
8 American PhD
9 Foreign PhD
<JK Professional degree possessed
0 None C//^
1 LLB or other earned law degree
2 KD^
3 DMD
h KBk or other earned business degree
5 EdD, EdM, or BE if also an AB
6 BD, DTh S
7 DPH, MPH or other earned public health
degree (if MD also, code hpre)
8 Other professional degree
9 Foreign professional degree
Deck 27 cont.
C<^^(s) Question Code
2h
Content
Undergraduate college attended
X Ha^vaS
'""'"^'"^ Cambridge
0 None
1 Yale-Princeton
2 MIT, Cal Tech, Case Tech, RPI, etc.
I mi"! '
Columbia, Brown, Penn, DartmouthU Williams, Amherst, Wesleyan
5 Michigan, Berkeley, Stanford, Johns Hopkins
onicago
6 West Point, Annapolis, Vi^I, Texas A and M,Coast Guard, etc.
7 Swarthmore, Reed, Oberlin, Antioch,
Carleton, Haverford
8 Other colleges
9 Other universities
^^'^^
^ ^^^'^ Mother's education
SBQ 65-1, 20
25
26
28
See col. 21 Highest number years education completed
See col. 22 Highest academic degree obtained (NOTE
ADDITIONAL CODE)
I Bachelors degree in nursing (BS) or
i
when teacher's college
X Bachelors degree in education (BE, coded
when specified)
27 . ^H6Ti\Er(l^
' .See col. 23 Professional degree possessed (NOTE
: ADDITIONAL CODE)
X RN, no college degree, women only
Undergraduate college attended
Y Foreign
X Radcliffe
0 None
1 Weliesley
2 Vassar, Smith, Bryn Mawr, Mt. Holyoke,
Barnard, Pembroke (Brown), Cornell
3 Bennington, Sarah Lawrence
h Michigan, Berkeley, Stanford, Chicago,
Johns Hopkins
$ Swarthmore, Reed, Oberlin, Antioch
6 Other women's colleges (e.g., Stephens,
Lake Erie, Emmanuel, Hunter, Sweet Briar)
7 State teachers' colleges, other teachers'
colleges
8 Other colleges and art schools, junior
colleges
9 Other universities
Deck 27 cont.
Question Code Content 156
72-73 SBQ 6ii-2, Part II, lU FIELD Family dwelling(s)
SBQ 65-1, Part 11,11;
^
"^^ Type of family dwelling
0 Trailer or other uncodable combination
1 Rented apartment
2 Coop apartment
3 Rented house
h Owned single family dwelling
5 Owned multiple family dwelling
6 1 and It
7 3 and U
8 2 and
9 Other combinations
Sum of rooms and baths in all dwellings
1 5 or fewer
2 6
3 7
h 8
5 9
6 10
7 11
8 12
9 13 or more
7ii SBQ 6h'2, Part II, 15 ^Number of father's organizations
SBQ 65-1, Part II, l5
75 SBQ 6ii-2, Part 11,16 '^Number of mother's organizations
SBQ 65-1, Part II, 16
76 SBQ 6U-2, Part 11,17 ^ Home instruction by parents
SBQ 65-1, Part 11,17
0 No
1 Yes, Mathematics
2 Yes, Physical Science
3 Yes, Social Science
h Yes, Humanities
5 Yes, Foreign Languages
6 Yes, Music
7 Yes, Art
6 Yes, Typing
9 Yes, other
77 SBQ 6U-2, Part II, 18 Who was main source of authority in
SBQ 65-1, Part II, 18 family?
1 Nearly always my mother
2 Generally my mother
3 My mother little more often than father
k My father little more often than mother
5 Generally my father
6 Nearly always my father
7 Father and mother equally


